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HIGH ACHIEVERS ASSESSMENT EDITION

High Achievers Assessment edition is a 
multi-level course aimed at ambitious teachers 
who want their teenage students to achieve 
their very best in English. High Achievers 
Assessment edition aims to motivate and 
challenge students at every step of the learning 
process. 

High Achievers Assessment edition has an 
ambitious vocabulary and grammar syllabus 
and contains thorough and regular practice of all 
the key skills – Reading, Listening, Speaking and 
Writing. 

High Achievers Assessment edition has a full 
component package including:

● Student’s Book 

● Workbook  

● Teacher’s Book  

 containing complete teaching notes  
and reference material

● Teacher’s i-book  

 for interactive whiteboards

● Teacher’s Resource Book 

 containing a complete pack of photocopiable 
tests and activities as well as further 
supplementary worksheets

● Teacher’s Audio Material  

 all the audio for the course  

LARGE VOCABULARY SETS
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FAST FINISHERS Describe people you know who fit the idioms in the box.

1  Read the personality adjectives in the box. Check 
the meaning of any words you don't know. Would 
you use any of the adjectives to describe yourself?affable    cautious    communicative    demonstrative    effusive    generous    gregarious    

introspective    modest    outgoing    reserved    
restrained    secretive    shy    sociable    solitary    
uncommunicative    uninhibited    unreserved    
withdrawn

2  Complete the dialogues with the personality 
adjectives in the box. 
1  A: Why does she go red every time I talk to her?
 B: Because she's … .2  A: Did you see him dancing on the table? He really  

 doesn't seem to worry about what people think. 
 B: Yes, he's very … , isn't he?3  A: Why didn't she tell us that she was going to  

 Paris?
 B: Well, that's typical – she's always very … . 
4  A: Andrew never goes out anymore. Any idea why?
 B: No idea, but you're right, he's becoming very … .
5  A: She's so noisy and happy when she's at a party,  

 and she never stops talking. B: Yes, I've never met such an … person. 3  Complete the sentences to illustrate the meaning 
of the adjectives in bold.
1  I'm worried that my best friend has become rather 

withdrawn recently. Last weekend, … .
2  I don't know anyone who is as gregarious as my 

aunt. At the weekend, she usually … .3  My best friend is so modest. Last year, she won a 
prize in a writing competition and she … .

4  My mother is always too effusive when she thanks 
people. Once, … .5  Our doctor is really uncommunicative. When you 

tell him what's wrong, he … .4  Write similar sentences to those in exercise 3 about 
people you know using adjectives in exercise 1. 5   Work in pairs. Read your sentences to your 

partner. Ask for more information about the person 
your partner is talking about.

CoNNECTIoNs
6  use a dictionary to check the noun forms of the adjectives in 

exercise 1.

7  Rewrite the sentences using the noun forms of the words in 

bold.

1 I think you have to be restrained if you’re provoked like that. 
I think you have to show restraint if you’re provoked like that.

2  He’s very shy, which prevents him from speaking in public.

3  He’s a musician who is well-known for being very reserved 
when he isn’t on stage.4  Everyone seems to be very secretive about the new plan. 

5  He is very famous for being a generous person.

1  underline the idioms in the sentences.1  Our soccer trainer doesn't beat about the bush. Last week, 
he told us that we were the worst team in the league.

2  My cousin has never followed the crowd. When she was 
younger, everyone else was listening to boy bands, but she 
was into heavy metal.3  My uncle took the bull by the horns and learnt to swim, in 

spite of his fear of deep water.4  She always calls a spade a spade. When she sees someone 
behaving stupidly, she tells them.2  Try to work out the meanings from the context. Check 

your answers with a dictionary.
3  Do you have any similar expressions in your language?

  I  D  I  o  M  s  Describing personality

8   Work in pairs. Follow the instructions.● Sit face to face.● student A: Talk about yourself for one minute, beginning 
with I'm the kind of person who … .I'm the kind of person who loves to party, I'm the kind of person 

who can't sit still for more than five minutes … .● student B: Remain completely passive: don't nod, make 
comments or ask questions. Try to repeat the information, 
beginning with You're the kind of person who … .

● Swap roles. Student B, talk about yourself. This time, 
Student A can interrupt, ask questions and then repeat the 
information.

● Repeat the task. This time Student A stays passive, and 
Student B can interrupt and ask questions.9   Discuss the questions as a whole class. ● Who felt comfortable being passive and unresponsive?

● Who preferred to respond and ask questions? 
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The Vocabulary lessons contain large numbers of items, both 
revised and new, higher level items, which consolidate and 
extend students’ personal vocabulary. 

EXAM PREPARATION
 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 4

LISTENING

Listening for attitude and opinion 

1 Read About the exam. Then look at the Task. Read the 

instructions and look at the questions.

NOW YOUR TURN

2  Read the Tip. Then do the Task.  

3  In pairs, compare your answers. If you got any 

wrong answers, try to work out why.

4  Look at the Tip again. Why do you think you are 

advised to avoid concentrating on the options during 

the first listening?

ABOUT THE EXAM

In this part of the test, you listen to an extended conversation 

lasting up to four minutes. There are six multiple-choice 

questions to answer, each with four options.

The questions follow the order of the text, and 

will paraphrase the ideas, attitudes and opinions 

expressed by the speakers. Make good use of the 

time provided for reading through the questions 

– this is vital for you to understand the context 

and content of the conversation. Pay particular 

attention to the questions as you listen. This will 

be more helpful than concentrating on the options 

because it will focus you on the correct bit of text. 

TIP

TASK

You will hear an interview with two linguistics 

professors called Hugh Rayner and Julia Goodge. 

For questions 1–6, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) 

which fits best according to what you hear.

1 Hugh thinks linguistics professors have historically 

avoided giving style advice because

 A  communicating their ideas to the general public 

seemed difficult.

 B  they were forbidden from doing so by university 

regulations.

 C  the job was already being done adequately by 

others.

 D  there was a misplaced feeling that to do so 

would be inappropriate.

2 In his book Hugh has attempted to

 A show how to use examples when writing.

 B provide analysis supported by examples.

 C give examples of writing that readers can adapt.

 D  provide examples of good rather than poor 

writing.

3  What is Julia’s criticism of earlier style guides? 

 A They ignore certain aspects of grammar.

 B They are based on unsound science.

 C They restate what has been said before.

 D They are inconsistent with one another.

4 When explaining why people write badly, Julia 

makes the point that

 A  people are not prepared to work hard at writing 

well.

 B current tastes are different from those of the past.

 C  it’s very difficult to judge the quality of a piece 

of writing.

 D  far more people write well now than they did in 

the past.

5 When asked about the best way to write, both 

Hugh and Julia 

 A warn people against following a strict set of rules.

 B  suggest writers try out various styles before 

settling on one.

 C  advise students in particular against using style 

guides.

 D  recommend we improve our writing by adding 

humour and colour. 

6 How does Hugh feel about digital communication? 

 A puzzled by the lack of research on its effects

 B concerned that older people are failing to keep up

 C  angered at the criticism he has received for 

engaging in it

 D  frustrated by the nature of the discussion 

surrounding it
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Prepare for the TOEFL iBT® Test Unit 4READING

Academic passage
You may be given the task of inserting a sentence 
into the passage. You will be given four black 
squares [■] to indicate where the sentence may 
go. Scan the sentences before and after the black 
squares to find synonyms, pronouns, or connectors 
to words in the missing sentence.  

TIP 

1 Read About the test and the Tip. Then decide where 
this missing sentence should go in paragraph 1. Tens of thousands were wounded in this battle, so Dunant 

organized the local population to provide assistance to all, 
regardless of their nationality.

2  In pairs, check your answers to exercise 1.NOW YOUR TURN

3 Do the Task. Read the text and answer the questions.

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Reading section, you will be given three academic 
passages to read. After each one, you will be asked a series  
of questions. You can skip questions and go back to them 
later as long as there is time remaining. 

1 The word “aftermath” in paragraph 1 is closest 
in meaning to _______ .A causes 

C reasonsB aftereffects D importance2 In paragraph 2, all the following statements 
about the ICRC are true EXCEPT _______ .
A The ICRC initially had just one goal.B Within two years, the ICRC had achieved 

Dunant’s initial goals.C The original treaty was between the Swiss 
government and ICRC only. D The agreement was known as the Geneva 

Convention. 
3 The word “establish” in paragraph 3 is closest 

in meaning to ________ .A close 
C learnB discover D set up4 In paragraph 4 of the passage, there is a 

missing sentence. Where would this sentence 
best fit? 

At the end of this war, the ICRC was awarded a 
second Nobel Peace Prize for its work, the only 
award of its kind issued throughout the war.A Option A    B Option B    C Option C    D Option D

International Committee of the Red Cross
1  The Red Cross has existed for over 150 years. As 

an organization, it has saved and helped millions of 
people around the world, and all because one man 
had an idea. [A ■] In October 1862, Henry Dunant 
published the book A Memory of Solferino, which 
recounts details of the aftermath of the terrible Battle 
of Solferino1. [B ■] It is said that Dunant was so 
affected by the fact that these men would have died 
without help, he came up with the idea of forming an 
official organization to care for injured soldiers. [C ■] 
Dunant wrote about this idea in his book and traveled 
through Europe lobbying political leaders.[D ■] 2  Dunant’s efforts were not in vain, and on February 

17,1863, a small committee held their first meeting 
in Geneva, Switzerland, and the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) was born. The 
ICRC’s sole objective was to “ensure protection 
and assistance for victims of armed conflict and 
strife.” A year and a half later, on August 22, 
1864, a treaty was signed by twelve of the major 
European powers of the time. The treaty was 
known as the Geneva Convention, and it agreed to 
save and protect wounded soldiers. 3  Fifty years later saw the beginning of the First 

World War. By then, the ICRC consisted of 45 
separate national relief societies, which came 
together to establish an International Prisoner 
of War (POW) Agency. Two million people were 
identified and put in touch with their families. In 
1917, the ICRC was awarded the Nobel Peace 
Prize for its work during the war. 4 [A ■] In 1919, the mission of the Societies was 

extended to include relief assistance in disasters, 
such as famine, earthquakes, and flooding, as well 
as epidemics such as typhus. [B ■] The Societies 
were still kept occupied in war zones, including 
World War Two, which began in 1939. [C ■] The 
ICRC received a third Nobel Peace Prize to mark 
its 100th anniversary in 1963. [D ■] The ICRC is 
now present in every country and is the largest 
humanitarian network in the world.1 The Battle of Solferino took place in Italy on June 24, 1859, when the French 

and Italian Armies fought together and defeated the Austrian Army. It is 

estimated that there were over 23,000 injured and more than 20,000 deaths.

TASK
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Every unit has Cambridge and TOEFL® exam preparation 
lessons based on the language learnt in the unit.

FAST FINISHERS

7
GRAMMAR Predictions: expressing certainty & uncertainty 

1  complete the predictions with the passive form of the 
verbs in brackets. You may need the future perfect or 
continuous.
1  Before the end of the century, underwater cities … . (build)
2  By the year 2100, a colony on the moon … . (establish)
3  Before long, a cure for the common cold … . (discover)
4  In the very near future, planes … by robots. (fly)
5  The streets … by driverless machines. (clean)2  Make your own certain predictions using these verbs. 

choose any future date to start your sentences. discover eradicate find invent
prevent produce

eliminate
designBy the year 2050, a teleportation device will have been invented.3   Work in groups. Discuss your predictions. Do you 

agree with them all?

4  Imagine you are being interviewed by a careers advisor. 
Answer the questions, indicating whether you are 
certain or uncertain about your answers.Adviser:  Tell me about your plans. What do you hope you 

will have achieved in the next five years?
You:   …
Adviser:  And where do you hope to be in 10 years' time?
You:   …
Adviser:  And what qualifications do you hope to have by 

then?
You:   …
Adviser:  Will you try to get work here or do you think you'll 

move somewhere else?You:   …
Adviser:  OK, so let’s talk about some career options for you. 

5   Act out your interviews with a partner. 6  choose the correct verb forms to complete the article.

FAST FINISHERS Write a paragraph describing your opinion of the idea of the invisibility cloak.

We usually use will to make a certain prediction. 
I think that a cure for most illnesses will be discovered 
soon. 
We can use will with continuous, perfect and 
perfect continuous forms when something will be 
finished before a certain time, or in progress at or 
before a certain time.By 2000, mosquitoes, houseflies and cockroaches will 

have been exterminated.In a week’s time, we'll be travelling to the United States.
By 2020, I will have been living here for more than half 
of my life. 
We can use other modal verbs when we aren’t 
certain about the future. We can also use adverbs 
such as probably and hopefully with will. By the year 2050, we may be able to take a holiday on 

the moon.
This time next year, we might be living in a different 
city.
In the future, doctors should have found a cure for 
most illnesses.
When I’m older, I'll probably / hopefully be living in a 
different city.
It is common to use passives when speculating 
about the future. This is partly because we don't 
know who will be responsible.
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7  complete the sentences about the future so that they are 

true for you. use the verbs in the box or your own ideas. live    meet    study    visit    work
1  This time next year, … . 4  By 2050, I … .
2  In ten years’ time, … . 5  By the time I'm 30, … .
3  I hope that … . 

74

Grammar reference page 119

If you’re a fan of Harry Potter, you’ll know all about his famous 

invisibility cloak. But could such a cloak ever 1 be / have been 

created in real life one day? The answer is definitely ‘yes’. 
Scientists have been working on the technology for several 
years, and it is a real possibility that, in the future, a really 
effective invisibility cloak 2 will have been invented / will have 

invented and people 3 will be using / will use them routinely.

There are many ways in which an invisibility cloak 4 will / might 

work. Early designs haven’t been very successful, but scientists 

now think that invisibility cloaks of the future will use electricity 

– the surface of the object inside the cloak 5 will coat / will be 

coated in an electrical current, which will ‘bend’ the light around 

the object, making it appear to vanish.Another possibility is to use cameras. If a cloak was covered in a 

large number of tiny cameras and screens, the image behind the 

wearer could be recorded and projected onto the screens on the 

opposite side, like pixels on a TV screen. So what you’ll actually 

6 have seen / be seeing is a live recording of whatever is the 

other side.
In the future, all of us might 7 be watched / be being watched 

when we least expect it. It’s a strange thought that any of us  

8 will be walking / could be walking along a street that appears 

empty, but which is in fact full of people under invisibility cloaks. 

Now you see me … now you don’t!

More
practice

Grammar 
presentation
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Every High Achievers Assessment edition unit contains four 
varied Fast Finishers to keep stronger students busy. 

WORD ZONE

 

1   Work in pairs. Look at the photos. Discuss the 
questions.
● What examples of antisocial behaviour can you see?
● Have you ever experienced any of these where you live?
● Would you take action if these scenarios were 

happening in your neighbourhood?2   Work in pairs. Follow the instructions.● Think of the three problems that would most upset you 
if they happened in your neighbourhood.

● Make a note of what you could do to stop these things 
from happening.● Share your ideas with the class.

3  Read the biography of Silla Carron. Why is she a ‘local 
hero’? 

4  Find five phrasal verbs in the biography. Complete the 
phrasal verbs in Word Zone. 

5  Use the context to guess their meaning. Check your 
answers in a dictionary. 

Grammar have / get something done | Adding emphasis with inversionVocabulary People who make a difference | Idioms expressing changeChallenge Prepare and perform a charity appeal
Interaction Expressing opinions in a meeting and reaching a decisionWriting An information leaflet

40

Be the change
4

FoCUS

40

Phrasal verbs to describe taking action1 To stand  …   …   4 To speak  …  2 To clamp  …   …   5 To stand  … 3 To back  …  

WORD  
ZONE

S illa Carron lives in Clarence Way, 
one of London’s most notorious 

neighbourhoods. She became well-
known after she single-handedly 
transformed the ‘sink estate’, which had 
been plagued by anti-social behaviour 
of the worst kind. Unable to tolerate any 
more, she was forced to take action and 
stand up to the culprits herself.Carron began her one-woman mission 

by calling the police every time she 
saw something suspicious, demanding 
that they clamp down on the crime. 
She personally appealed to the thugs 
and also took their photographs. As 
a consequence, she has been on the 
receiving end of vandalism, intimidation 
and has even received death threats, but 
she refuses to back down.After persistently lobbying local 

government she had security on the 
estate escalated, ridding the area of 
gangs and putting an end to the ‘living 
nightmare’ the residents had to endure. She also acts as a foster carer for the 

unruly teens in the neighbourhood 
and has taken care of many troubled 
youngsters. She describes how they 

caused havoc in the area, disturbing the 
peace and being abusive to residents. 
‘The problem is they have no boundaries. 
I give them guidance and rules and they 
respect that,’ she says. Carron is not afraid to take her quest 

to improve her neighbourhood even 
further, and regularly testifies in court in 
anti-social behaviour cases. Something 
she describes as, ‘scary’, but, she says, ‘If 
I don’t speak up, they’ve won.’To add to her list of achievements, Silla 

started a residents’ association, which 
fought for government grants of over 
five million pounds. The money has 
been used to transform the area with 
playgrounds and sports facilities. When asked what she attributes her 

success to, Carron, who has won 
numerous awards for her courageous 
work, states, ‘What if we just let them 
win? I’d rather get scared and speak up 
than stand by and do nothing.’

LOCAL HERO

Silla Carron
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Each Focus text features Word Zone, which focuses on a useful 
vocabulary building area seen in a natural context.

IDIOMS

4

FAST FINISHERS Describe ways that you would like to make a difference in your community, school or family.

1  Work with a partner. Categorize the words in the box 
using your own ideas. Some words may fit into more 
than one category.

an activist     an aid worker     a champion      
a freedom fighter     a militant     a philanthropist      
a pioneer     a radical     a revolutionary     a visionary     

2  Look at the photos. Answer the questions.1  Who are the people in the photos? What kind of changes 
did they make / are they making?2  Which words from the box in exercise 1 would you use to 

describe them? Why? 3  Think of people who could be described with the words 
you haven’t used from the box. What kinds of changes 
have they made?

CoNNECTIoNS  
Aid worker Someone who works for an organization that brings food and other supplies to 

people in danger from war or natural disasters.
5  Match the words in the box to the definitions.

co-worker     migrant worker     non-worker     
social worker     unskilled worker     

1  Someone who works for government-provided services 
or for a private organization providing help and support 
for people who need it.2  A person who you work with, especially someone with a 

similar job or level of responsibility.3  A person who lives and works in a foreign country for 
a limited period of time, doing low-paid and usually 
unskilled work.4  A labourer. Someone who does work which does not 

require any training.5  Someone who does not work.

3  What do you think the following expression means? Do 
you agree with it?

One man’s freedom fighter is another man’s terrorist.4  Work in small groups. Follow the instructions.● Choose one of the people from exercise 2 who interests 
you the most.

● Find out as much as you can about that person.
 Prepare a short presentation about them.
● Now read your presentation to another group. Can they 

guess who it is?

1  Look at the idioms. What do you think they mean?1  to break new ground2  when one door closes, another door opens
3  nothing ventured, nothing gained4  to blaze a trail5  to pave the way for something2  Complete the sentences with the idioms in exercise 1.

1  A:  ‘I’m so tempted to ask my boss for a pay-rise, but I’m  
 just too nervous.’B: ‘Just do it. Why not? … .’2  When I lost my job, I wasn’t sure what to do. Then I 

decided to retrain as a teacher and I’m happier than 
ever before. It’s true what they say: … .3  The company’s early technological advances … .

4  Accepting the internship at the newspaper in Berlin, … 
for my career as a journalist.5  The local football team … last week when they reached 

the final of the league cup competition for the first 
time in their history. 

3  Do you have any similar expressions in your language?

41

VoCABULARY People who make a difference 

  I  D  I  o  M  S  Expressing change

More
practice
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Each unit contains an Idioms section, which practises 
frequently used idioms relevant to the unit topic.

LISTENING

6
LISTENING Interpret information in an interview

1   Work in pairs. Make a list of the technology and 
gadgets you use every day.

2   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.● What do you think it would be like to live without 
technology? How would you do things such as 
homework, etc?● What technology would be the hardest to live without?

3   You’re going to listen to an interview with a 
woman who conducted a ‘techno fast’ experiment with 
her family. Discuss the questions in pairs.● What do you think a ‘techno fast’ experiment is?

● What do you think the effects of it were?4   Listen to the interview and check your ideas in 
exercise 3.

5  Read the sentences and complete the gaps.Nicole Lyon has written a book entitled 1 … . 
In the book she describes how she banned technology in 
her house for 2 … .She decided to perform the experiment as she felt the 

family was no longer part of the 3 … … .Her children even remained online through the 4 … . 
According to statistics, approximately 5 … per cent of 
teenagers are connected to the internet these days. 
Nicole openly admits that she was also 6 … to her own 
digital devices.
When told about the experiment, her son said he would  

7 … … .
One of Nicole’s children rediscovered a love of 8 … .
One unexpected effect of the experiment was that the 
family’s 9 … habits improved.Since the experiment ended the children sometimes 

compete with each other to see who can stay 10 … .

6   Listen again and check your answers in exercise 5. 
Compare your answers in pairs.

7  Look at the expressions in Face 2 Face. ● Have you heard them before?● Can you remember the context from the interview?
● Can you guess their meaning?

● you name it
●  as you can imagine●  no mean feat

FACE 2 FACE

8   Turn to page 147 and do the exercises.
YouR TuRN To SpEAk

9   Work in small groups. Design a questionnaire 
called Are you a techno addict? Follow the instructions.
● Write five questions that will help you find the 

information you’re looking for.  How often do you check social media sites?● Carry out your questionnaire. Who is most addicted to 
technology in the group?● Work out an action plan to help that person cut down on 

the amount of technology they use.● Now ask the rest of the class your questions and find out 
who is the most addicted to technology in the class.
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A whole page of Listening helps develop this crucial skill, with 
challenging, substantial listening situations. 

Each High Achievers Assessment edition unit has a 
number of key features which make the course unique:
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LARGE VOCABULARY SETS

3

FAST FINISHERS Describe people you know who fit the idioms in the box.

1  Read the personality adjectives in the box. Check 
the meaning of any words you don't know. Would 
you use any of the adjectives to describe yourself?affable    cautious    communicative    demonstrative    effusive    generous    gregarious    

introspective    modest    outgoing    reserved    
restrained    secretive    shy    sociable    solitary    
uncommunicative    uninhibited    unreserved    
withdrawn

2  Complete the dialogues with the personality 
adjectives in the box. 
1  A: Why does she go red every time I talk to her?
 B: Because she's … .2  A: Did you see him dancing on the table? He really  

 doesn't seem to worry about what people think. 
 B: Yes, he's very … , isn't he?3  A: Why didn't she tell us that she was going to  

 Paris?
 B: Well, that's typical – she's always very … . 
4  A: Andrew never goes out anymore. Any idea why?
 B: No idea, but you're right, he's becoming very … .
5  A: She's so noisy and happy when she's at a party,  

 and she never stops talking. B: Yes, I've never met such an … person. 3  Complete the sentences to illustrate the meaning 
of the adjectives in bold.
1  I'm worried that my best friend has become rather 

withdrawn recently. Last weekend, … .
2  I don't know anyone who is as gregarious as my 

aunt. At the weekend, she usually … .3  My best friend is so modest. Last year, she won a 
prize in a writing competition and she … .

4  My mother is always too effusive when she thanks 
people. Once, … .5  Our doctor is really uncommunicative. When you 

tell him what's wrong, he … .4  Write similar sentences to those in exercise 3 about 
people you know using adjectives in exercise 1. 5   Work in pairs. Read your sentences to your 

partner. Ask for more information about the person 
your partner is talking about.

CoNNECTIoNs
6  use a dictionary to check the noun forms of the adjectives in 

exercise 1.

7  Rewrite the sentences using the noun forms of the words in 

bold.

1 I think you have to be restrained if you’re provoked like that. 
I think you have to show restraint if you’re provoked like that.

2  He’s very shy, which prevents him from speaking in public.

3  He’s a musician who is well-known for being very reserved 
when he isn’t on stage.4  Everyone seems to be very secretive about the new plan. 

5  He is very famous for being a generous person.

1  underline the idioms in the sentences.1  Our soccer trainer doesn't beat about the bush. Last week, 
he told us that we were the worst team in the league.

2  My cousin has never followed the crowd. When she was 
younger, everyone else was listening to boy bands, but she 
was into heavy metal.3  My uncle took the bull by the horns and learnt to swim, in 

spite of his fear of deep water.4  She always calls a spade a spade. When she sees someone 
behaving stupidly, she tells them.2  Try to work out the meanings from the context. Check 

your answers with a dictionary.
3  Do you have any similar expressions in your language?

  I  D  I  o  M  s  Describing personality

8   Work in pairs. Follow the instructions.● Sit face to face.● student A: Talk about yourself for one minute, beginning 
with I'm the kind of person who … .I'm the kind of person who loves to party, I'm the kind of person 

who can't sit still for more than five minutes … .● student B: Remain completely passive: don't nod, make 
comments or ask questions. Try to repeat the information, 
beginning with You're the kind of person who … .

● Swap roles. Student B, talk about yourself. This time, 
Student A can interrupt, ask questions and then repeat the 
information.

● Repeat the task. This time Student A stays passive, and 
Student B can interrupt and ask questions.9   Discuss the questions as a whole class. ● Who felt comfortable being passive and unresponsive?

● Who preferred to respond and ask questions? 
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The Vocabulary lessons contain large numbers of items, both 
revised and new, higher level items, which consolidate and 
extend students’ personal vocabulary. 

EXAM PREPARATION
 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 4

LISTENING

Listening for attitude and opinion 

1 Read About the exam. Then look at the Task. Read the 

instructions and look at the questions.

NOW YOUR TURN

2  Read the Tip. Then do the Task.  

3  In pairs, compare your answers. If you got any 

wrong answers, try to work out why.

4  Look at the Tip again. Why do you think you are 

advised to avoid concentrating on the options during 

the first listening?

ABOUT THE EXAM

In this part of the test, you listen to an extended conversation 

lasting up to four minutes. There are six multiple-choice 

questions to answer, each with four options.

The questions follow the order of the text, and 

will paraphrase the ideas, attitudes and opinions 

expressed by the speakers. Make good use of the 

time provided for reading through the questions 

– this is vital for you to understand the context 

and content of the conversation. Pay particular 

attention to the questions as you listen. This will 

be more helpful than concentrating on the options 

because it will focus you on the correct bit of text. 

TIP

TASK

You will hear an interview with two linguistics 

professors called Hugh Rayner and Julia Goodge. 

For questions 1–6, choose the answer (A, B, C or D) 

which fits best according to what you hear.

1 Hugh thinks linguistics professors have historically 

avoided giving style advice because

 A  communicating their ideas to the general public 

seemed difficult.

 B  they were forbidden from doing so by university 

regulations.

 C  the job was already being done adequately by 

others.

 D  there was a misplaced feeling that to do so 

would be inappropriate.

2 In his book Hugh has attempted to

 A show how to use examples when writing.

 B provide analysis supported by examples.

 C give examples of writing that readers can adapt.

 D  provide examples of good rather than poor 

writing.

3  What is Julia’s criticism of earlier style guides? 

 A They ignore certain aspects of grammar.

 B They are based on unsound science.

 C They restate what has been said before.

 D They are inconsistent with one another.

4 When explaining why people write badly, Julia 

makes the point that

 A  people are not prepared to work hard at writing 

well.

 B current tastes are different from those of the past.

 C  it’s very difficult to judge the quality of a piece 

of writing.

 D  far more people write well now than they did in 

the past.

5 When asked about the best way to write, both 

Hugh and Julia 

 A warn people against following a strict set of rules.

 B  suggest writers try out various styles before 

settling on one.

 C  advise students in particular against using style 

guides.

 D  recommend we improve our writing by adding 

humour and colour. 

6 How does Hugh feel about digital communication? 

 A puzzled by the lack of research on its effects

 B concerned that older people are failing to keep up

 C  angered at the criticism he has received for 

engaging in it

 D  frustrated by the nature of the discussion 

surrounding it

128
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Prepare for the TOEFL iBT® Test Unit 4READING

Academic passage
You may be given the task of inserting a sentence 
into the passage. You will be given four black 
squares [■] to indicate where the sentence may 
go. Scan the sentences before and after the black 
squares to find synonyms, pronouns, or connectors 
to words in the missing sentence.  

TIP 

1 Read About the test and the Tip. Then decide where 
this missing sentence should go in paragraph 1. Tens of thousands were wounded in this battle, so Dunant 

organized the local population to provide assistance to all, 
regardless of their nationality.

2  In pairs, check your answers to exercise 1.NOW YOUR TURN

3 Do the Task. Read the text and answer the questions.

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Reading section, you will be given three academic 
passages to read. After each one, you will be asked a series  
of questions. You can skip questions and go back to them 
later as long as there is time remaining. 

1 The word “aftermath” in paragraph 1 is closest 
in meaning to _______ .A causes 

C reasonsB aftereffects D importance2 In paragraph 2, all the following statements 
about the ICRC are true EXCEPT _______ .
A The ICRC initially had just one goal.B Within two years, the ICRC had achieved 

Dunant’s initial goals.C The original treaty was between the Swiss 
government and ICRC only. D The agreement was known as the Geneva 

Convention. 
3 The word “establish” in paragraph 3 is closest 

in meaning to ________ .A close 
C learnB discover D set up4 In paragraph 4 of the passage, there is a 

missing sentence. Where would this sentence 
best fit? 

At the end of this war, the ICRC was awarded a 
second Nobel Peace Prize for its work, the only 
award of its kind issued throughout the war.A Option A    B Option B    C Option C    D Option D

International Committee of the Red Cross
1  The Red Cross has existed for over 150 years. As 

an organization, it has saved and helped millions of 
people around the world, and all because one man 
had an idea. [A ■] In October 1862, Henry Dunant 
published the book A Memory of Solferino, which 
recounts details of the aftermath of the terrible Battle 
of Solferino1. [B ■] It is said that Dunant was so 
affected by the fact that these men would have died 
without help, he came up with the idea of forming an 
official organization to care for injured soldiers. [C ■] 
Dunant wrote about this idea in his book and traveled 
through Europe lobbying political leaders.[D ■] 2  Dunant’s efforts were not in vain, and on February 

17,1863, a small committee held their first meeting 
in Geneva, Switzerland, and the International 
Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) was born. The 
ICRC’s sole objective was to “ensure protection 
and assistance for victims of armed conflict and 
strife.” A year and a half later, on August 22, 
1864, a treaty was signed by twelve of the major 
European powers of the time. The treaty was 
known as the Geneva Convention, and it agreed to 
save and protect wounded soldiers. 3  Fifty years later saw the beginning of the First 

World War. By then, the ICRC consisted of 45 
separate national relief societies, which came 
together to establish an International Prisoner 
of War (POW) Agency. Two million people were 
identified and put in touch with their families. In 
1917, the ICRC was awarded the Nobel Peace 
Prize for its work during the war. 4 [A ■] In 1919, the mission of the Societies was 

extended to include relief assistance in disasters, 
such as famine, earthquakes, and flooding, as well 
as epidemics such as typhus. [B ■] The Societies 
were still kept occupied in war zones, including 
World War Two, which began in 1939. [C ■] The 
ICRC received a third Nobel Peace Prize to mark 
its 100th anniversary in 1963. [D ■] The ICRC is 
now present in every country and is the largest 
humanitarian network in the world.1 The Battle of Solferino took place in Italy on June 24, 1859, when the French 

and Italian Armies fought together and defeated the Austrian Army. It is 

estimated that there were over 23,000 injured and more than 20,000 deaths.

TASK
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Every unit has Cambridge and TOEFL® exam preparation 
lessons based on the language learnt in the unit.

FAST FINISHERS

7
GRAMMAR Predictions: expressing certainty & uncertainty 

1  complete the predictions with the passive form of the 
verbs in brackets. You may need the future perfect or 
continuous.
1  Before the end of the century, underwater cities … . (build)
2  By the year 2100, a colony on the moon … . (establish)
3  Before long, a cure for the common cold … . (discover)
4  In the very near future, planes … by robots. (fly)
5  The streets … by driverless machines. (clean)2  Make your own certain predictions using these verbs. 

choose any future date to start your sentences. discover eradicate find invent
prevent produce

eliminate
designBy the year 2050, a teleportation device will have been invented.3   Work in groups. Discuss your predictions. Do you 

agree with them all?

4  Imagine you are being interviewed by a careers advisor. 
Answer the questions, indicating whether you are 
certain or uncertain about your answers.Adviser:  Tell me about your plans. What do you hope you 

will have achieved in the next five years?
You:   …
Adviser:  And where do you hope to be in 10 years' time?
You:   …
Adviser:  And what qualifications do you hope to have by 

then?
You:   …
Adviser:  Will you try to get work here or do you think you'll 

move somewhere else?You:   …
Adviser:  OK, so let’s talk about some career options for you. 

5   Act out your interviews with a partner. 6  choose the correct verb forms to complete the article.

FAST FINISHERS Write a paragraph describing your opinion of the idea of the invisibility cloak.

We usually use will to make a certain prediction. 
I think that a cure for most illnesses will be discovered 
soon. 
We can use will with continuous, perfect and 
perfect continuous forms when something will be 
finished before a certain time, or in progress at or 
before a certain time.By 2000, mosquitoes, houseflies and cockroaches will 

have been exterminated.In a week’s time, we'll be travelling to the United States.
By 2020, I will have been living here for more than half 
of my life. 
We can use other modal verbs when we aren’t 
certain about the future. We can also use adverbs 
such as probably and hopefully with will. By the year 2050, we may be able to take a holiday on 

the moon.
This time next year, we might be living in a different 
city.
In the future, doctors should have found a cure for 
most illnesses.
When I’m older, I'll probably / hopefully be living in a 
different city.
It is common to use passives when speculating 
about the future. This is partly because we don't 
know who will be responsible.
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7  complete the sentences about the future so that they are 

true for you. use the verbs in the box or your own ideas. live    meet    study    visit    work
1  This time next year, … . 4  By 2050, I … .
2  In ten years’ time, … . 5  By the time I'm 30, … .
3  I hope that … . 

74

Grammar reference page 119

If you’re a fan of Harry Potter, you’ll know all about his famous 

invisibility cloak. But could such a cloak ever 1 be / have been 

created in real life one day? The answer is definitely ‘yes’. 
Scientists have been working on the technology for several 
years, and it is a real possibility that, in the future, a really 
effective invisibility cloak 2 will have been invented / will have 

invented and people 3 will be using / will use them routinely.

There are many ways in which an invisibility cloak 4 will / might 

work. Early designs haven’t been very successful, but scientists 

now think that invisibility cloaks of the future will use electricity 

– the surface of the object inside the cloak 5 will coat / will be 

coated in an electrical current, which will ‘bend’ the light around 

the object, making it appear to vanish.Another possibility is to use cameras. If a cloak was covered in a 

large number of tiny cameras and screens, the image behind the 

wearer could be recorded and projected onto the screens on the 

opposite side, like pixels on a TV screen. So what you’ll actually 

6 have seen / be seeing is a live recording of whatever is the 

other side.
In the future, all of us might 7 be watched / be being watched 

when we least expect it. It’s a strange thought that any of us  

8 will be walking / could be walking along a street that appears 

empty, but which is in fact full of people under invisibility cloaks. 

Now you see me … now you don’t!

More
practice

Grammar 
presentation
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Every High Achievers Assessment edition unit contains four 
varied Fast Finishers to keep stronger students busy. 

WORD ZONE

 

1   Work in pairs. Look at the photos. Discuss the 
questions.
● What examples of antisocial behaviour can you see?
● Have you ever experienced any of these where you live?
● Would you take action if these scenarios were 

happening in your neighbourhood?2   Work in pairs. Follow the instructions.● Think of the three problems that would most upset you 
if they happened in your neighbourhood.

● Make a note of what you could do to stop these things 
from happening.● Share your ideas with the class.

3  Read the biography of Silla Carron. Why is she a ‘local 
hero’? 

4  Find five phrasal verbs in the biography. Complete the 
phrasal verbs in Word Zone. 

5  Use the context to guess their meaning. Check your 
answers in a dictionary. 

Grammar have / get something done | Adding emphasis with inversionVocabulary People who make a difference | Idioms expressing changeChallenge Prepare and perform a charity appeal
Interaction Expressing opinions in a meeting and reaching a decisionWriting An information leaflet

40

Be the change
4

FoCUS

40

Phrasal verbs to describe taking action1 To stand  …   …   4 To speak  …  2 To clamp  …   …   5 To stand  … 3 To back  …  

WORD  
ZONE

S illa Carron lives in Clarence Way, 
one of London’s most notorious 

neighbourhoods. She became well-
known after she single-handedly 
transformed the ‘sink estate’, which had 
been plagued by anti-social behaviour 
of the worst kind. Unable to tolerate any 
more, she was forced to take action and 
stand up to the culprits herself.Carron began her one-woman mission 

by calling the police every time she 
saw something suspicious, demanding 
that they clamp down on the crime. 
She personally appealed to the thugs 
and also took their photographs. As 
a consequence, she has been on the 
receiving end of vandalism, intimidation 
and has even received death threats, but 
she refuses to back down.After persistently lobbying local 

government she had security on the 
estate escalated, ridding the area of 
gangs and putting an end to the ‘living 
nightmare’ the residents had to endure. She also acts as a foster carer for the 

unruly teens in the neighbourhood 
and has taken care of many troubled 
youngsters. She describes how they 

caused havoc in the area, disturbing the 
peace and being abusive to residents. 
‘The problem is they have no boundaries. 
I give them guidance and rules and they 
respect that,’ she says. Carron is not afraid to take her quest 

to improve her neighbourhood even 
further, and regularly testifies in court in 
anti-social behaviour cases. Something 
she describes as, ‘scary’, but, she says, ‘If 
I don’t speak up, they’ve won.’To add to her list of achievements, Silla 

started a residents’ association, which 
fought for government grants of over 
five million pounds. The money has 
been used to transform the area with 
playgrounds and sports facilities. When asked what she attributes her 

success to, Carron, who has won 
numerous awards for her courageous 
work, states, ‘What if we just let them 
win? I’d rather get scared and speak up 
than stand by and do nothing.’

LOCAL HERO

Silla Carron
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Each Focus text features Word Zone, which focuses on a useful 
vocabulary building area seen in a natural context.

IDIOMS

4

FAST FINISHERS Describe ways that you would like to make a difference in your community, school or family.

1  Work with a partner. Categorize the words in the box 
using your own ideas. Some words may fit into more 
than one category.

an activist     an aid worker     a champion      
a freedom fighter     a militant     a philanthropist      
a pioneer     a radical     a revolutionary     a visionary     

2  Look at the photos. Answer the questions.1  Who are the people in the photos? What kind of changes 
did they make / are they making?2  Which words from the box in exercise 1 would you use to 

describe them? Why? 3  Think of people who could be described with the words 
you haven’t used from the box. What kinds of changes 
have they made?

CoNNECTIoNS  
Aid worker Someone who works for an organization that brings food and other supplies to 

people in danger from war or natural disasters.
5  Match the words in the box to the definitions.

co-worker     migrant worker     non-worker     
social worker     unskilled worker     

1  Someone who works for government-provided services 
or for a private organization providing help and support 
for people who need it.2  A person who you work with, especially someone with a 

similar job or level of responsibility.3  A person who lives and works in a foreign country for 
a limited period of time, doing low-paid and usually 
unskilled work.4  A labourer. Someone who does work which does not 

require any training.5  Someone who does not work.

3  What do you think the following expression means? Do 
you agree with it?

One man’s freedom fighter is another man’s terrorist.4  Work in small groups. Follow the instructions.● Choose one of the people from exercise 2 who interests 
you the most.

● Find out as much as you can about that person.
 Prepare a short presentation about them.
● Now read your presentation to another group. Can they 

guess who it is?

1  Look at the idioms. What do you think they mean?1  to break new ground2  when one door closes, another door opens
3  nothing ventured, nothing gained4  to blaze a trail5  to pave the way for something2  Complete the sentences with the idioms in exercise 1.

1  A:  ‘I’m so tempted to ask my boss for a pay-rise, but I’m  
 just too nervous.’B: ‘Just do it. Why not? … .’2  When I lost my job, I wasn’t sure what to do. Then I 

decided to retrain as a teacher and I’m happier than 
ever before. It’s true what they say: … .3  The company’s early technological advances … .

4  Accepting the internship at the newspaper in Berlin, … 
for my career as a journalist.5  The local football team … last week when they reached 

the final of the league cup competition for the first 
time in their history. 

3  Do you have any similar expressions in your language?

41

VoCABULARY People who make a difference 

  I  D  I  o  M  S  Expressing change

More
practice
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Each unit contains an Idioms section, which practises 
frequently used idioms relevant to the unit topic.

LISTENING

6
LISTENING Interpret information in an interview

1   Work in pairs. Make a list of the technology and 
gadgets you use every day.

2   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.● What do you think it would be like to live without 
technology? How would you do things such as 
homework, etc?● What technology would be the hardest to live without?

3   You’re going to listen to an interview with a 
woman who conducted a ‘techno fast’ experiment with 
her family. Discuss the questions in pairs.● What do you think a ‘techno fast’ experiment is?

● What do you think the effects of it were?4   Listen to the interview and check your ideas in 
exercise 3.

5  Read the sentences and complete the gaps.Nicole Lyon has written a book entitled 1 … . 
In the book she describes how she banned technology in 
her house for 2 … .She decided to perform the experiment as she felt the 

family was no longer part of the 3 … … .Her children even remained online through the 4 … . 
According to statistics, approximately 5 … per cent of 
teenagers are connected to the internet these days. 
Nicole openly admits that she was also 6 … to her own 
digital devices.
When told about the experiment, her son said he would  

7 … … .
One of Nicole’s children rediscovered a love of 8 … .
One unexpected effect of the experiment was that the 
family’s 9 … habits improved.Since the experiment ended the children sometimes 

compete with each other to see who can stay 10 … .

6   Listen again and check your answers in exercise 5. 
Compare your answers in pairs.

7  Look at the expressions in Face 2 Face. ● Have you heard them before?● Can you remember the context from the interview?
● Can you guess their meaning?

● you name it
●  as you can imagine●  no mean feat

FACE 2 FACE

8   Turn to page 147 and do the exercises.
YouR TuRN To SpEAk

9   Work in small groups. Design a questionnaire 
called Are you a techno addict? Follow the instructions.
● Write five questions that will help you find the 

information you’re looking for.  How often do you check social media sites?● Carry out your questionnaire. Who is most addicted to 
technology in the group?● Work out an action plan to help that person cut down on 

the amount of technology they use.● Now ask the rest of the class your questions and find out 
who is the most addicted to technology in the class.

63
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A whole page of Listening helps develop this crucial skill, with 
challenging, substantial listening situations. 

FACE 2 FACE

7
LIsTENING Interpret information in a topical discussion

1   Work in groups. Would you be interested in any of 
these future holidays? Explain why.● getting deep below the Earth's surface● travelling to the moon● orbiting the Earth in a space hotel2   You're going to listen to a discussion about future 

holidays in space. What do you think a ‘space elevator’ 
is? Listen to Part 1 and check.

3   Listen to Part 1 again. Are the statements true or 
false?

1  It is essential to build a space elevator to facilitate mass 
space tourism.2  Space elevator technology has not been devised yet.

3  Space elevators need rocket-propelled spacecraft.
4  It is approximately 100 kms into space.
5  The interviewer is reluctant to contemplate the idea of 

travelling in a space elevator.4   Listen to Part 2 of the discussion. choose the correct 
endings to the statements.
1  Building a space elevator will be challenging, …

A  but they said the same thing about skyscrapers.
B  but not as challenging as building skyscrapers.
C  and so will building skyscrapers in the future.

2  People will travel to the moon …A  using the space elevator.B  in spaceships like the ones in use now.C  in spacecraft that have already been constructed.
3  In an orbiting space station, …A  there won't be much room to move around.

B  guests will be able to see an earthrise.C  it will feel as if you are in a small city.
4  Orbiting space hotels will be …A  similar to the space stations that are orbiting now.

B  more luxurious but smaller than existing space stations.
C  bigger than current space stations.

5   Listen to Part 3 of the discussion. underline any 
words or phrases that are different from what you 
heard.

1  Won't space tourism be useful for natural resources?
2  New frictionless vehicles are being designed. 
3  Flying vehicles will be in use which will harm traditional 

aerodynamics.4  We're starting to develop ways to harness the power of 
the oceans.

6   Work in small groups. Discuss the questions and 
present your ideas to the class.● What do you think would be the most appealing aspect 

of a space holiday?● Will space travel be comfortable and / or affordable?
● What are the environmental implications?7  Look at the expressions in Face 2 Face. ● Have you heard them before?● Can you remember the context from the discussion?

● Can you guess their meaning?

● Let’s be serious for a moment.●  You cannot be serious!●  Are you seriously suggesting … ?

FACE 2 FACE

8   Turn to page 147 and do the exercises.
YouR TuRN To sPEAk

9   Work in pairs. Follow the instructions.student A: You have just returned from a holiday to the 
moon. Tell your partner about your trip. Give him / her 
advice about what to take, what to do, etc.
student B: You are considering whether or not to take a 
holiday on the moon. Listen to your partner’s advice.10   Practise your dialogue. Then act it out.
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Face 2 Face pulls out common idiomatic spoken language 
featured in the Listening scripts.

SIMILAR WORDS

77

7
4  Read the whole extract. choose the correct endings to the 

statements.
1  The image the author creates in the opening paragraph is …

A  a boring suburban residential street.B  an early spring day in a city.C  strong winds and torrential rain.D  bad weather and dirty streets.2  Winston didn't take the lift because …A  he knew that it never worked.B  there was never any electricity.C  there wasn't usually electricity during the day.
D  it was Hate Week.3  When he reached his flat, he …A  realized he had left the TV switched on.

B  could hear information coming from a screen, as usual.
C  turned on the TV to listen to the industry news.
D  was able to switch off the telescreen.

4  From the window of his flat, he could see …
A  several more posters like the one at the entrance to  

the block.
B  a bright blue sky and a lot of traffic in the street.
C  a helicopter flying past.D  someone looking at him from another window.

5  Winston stood with his back to the telescreen …
A  because that way he could not be heard.
B  even though he knew he could be seen and heard.
C  because the Thought Police forced everyone to do this.
D  because he was certain the Thought Police were listening 

to him.
5   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions about the extract.

1  Which words and phrases are key to setting the atmosphere 

at the beginning of the text?2  What words would you use to describe the society that 
Winston lives in?3  How do you think Winston feels about his life?

4  How would you describe the industrial production 
information that was provided by the telescreen? 

5  Can you imagine what Thought Police and Hate Week mean 

in the context of this story?

The enormous face gazed from the wall. I glanced in the mirror. I glimpsed his red shirt in a sea of blue shirts.
She glared at me when I said I didn't know the answer.

Now turn to page 148 and do the exercise.

Outside, even through the shut window-pane, 
the world looked cold. Down in the street little 
eddies of wind were whirling dust and torn paper 
into spirals, and though the sun was shining and 
the sky a harsh blue, there seemed to be no 
colour in anything, except the posters that were 
plastered everywhere. The black-moustachio’d 
face gazed down from every commanding corner. 
There was one on the house-front immediately 
opposite. BIG BROTHER IS WATCHING YOU, 
the caption said, while the dark eyes looked 
deep into Winston’s own. Down at street level 
another poster, torn at one corner, flapped 
fitfully in the wind, alternately covering and 
uncovering the single word INGSOC. In the far 
distance a helicopter skimmed down between the 
roofs, hovered for an instant like a bluebottle, 
and darted away again with a curving flight. It 
was the police patrol, snooping into people’s 
windows. The patrols did not matter, however. 
Only the Thought Police mattered.Behind Winston’s back the voice from the 

telescreen was still babbling away about pig-iron 
and the overfulfilment of the Ninth Three-Year 
Plan. The telescreen received and transmitted 
simultaneously. Any sound that Winston made, 
above the level of a very low whisper, would 
be picked up by it, moreover, so long as he 
remained within the field of vision which the 
metal plaque commanded, he could be seen as 
well as heard. There was of course no way of 
knowing whether you were being watched at any 
given moment. How often, or on what system, 
the Thought Police plugged in on any individual 
wire was guesswork. It was even conceivable 
that they watched everybody all the time. But at 
any rate they could plug in your wire whenever 
they wanted to. You had to live – did live, from 
habit that became instinct – in the assumption 
that every sound you made was overheard, and, 
except in darkness, every movement scrutinized.

1984
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Similar Words introduces students to words with subtly 
different meanings and how to use them in context.

CHALLENGE

Prepare a sales pitch for a  futuristic holiday

79

PREPARATIoN
1  Look at the pictures of futuristic holiday 

destinations. What do you think they are? What 
is your initial reaction to them? 

2  Read the information about each holiday. Make 
a list of three unique features you think each 
holiday has.

In the Rainforest Tower you get to see the Amazon 
rainforest from above.

Do ThE chALLENGE
3   Work in groups of three. You’re going to 

prepare a sales pitch for one of the futuristic 
holidays featured. Follow the instructions.1 Decide which holiday you want to describe  

and sell.
2 Write your sales pitch: ● Present your holiday. Remember to describe 

it as something new and exciting.● Give information about the unique features 
of your holiday (from exercise 2).● Reassure the audience about things they may 

be concerned about – safety, cost, length of 
journey, etc.

● Sum up your holiday in one memorable phrase.
3 Present your sales pitch to another group.

  Express yourselfPresenting something newToday, I am able to tell you about something absolutely 
amazing … .
This is something you may know nothing about … .
I'm very pleased to be able to announce … .Giving information about the unique features* of a 

product or serviceThere is something quite extraordinary about this … .
Something which no other company can offer you … .
A completely unique opportunity to … .Reassuring people (about safety, cost, etc)

There is absolutely nothing to worry about … .
You can be absolutely certain that … .We can definitely guarantee … .*These unique features are often called USPs, or Unique Selling Points.

FoLLoW uP
4   Work as a whole class. Discuss the questions.● What are the main positive and negative aspects of these 

kinds of futuristic holidays?● Who in the class thinks that they are a great idea and who 
doesn't like the idea at all? ● Which one of the futuristic holidays in exercise 2 would you 

prefer? Give your reasons.
5  Imagine that you have just spent a week on one of the 

holidays in exercise 2. Write about your experience.

7
The ultimate get-away-from-it-all holiday – a 
hotel sent into orbit 200 miles above Earth. Guests 
will be able to spend time in zero-gravity while 
watching as our planet turns. Views of the Earth from 
the space hotel's special observation windows will be 
breathtaking as the craft whizzes round our planet 
every 90 minutes, providing guests with 16 sunsets 
and 16 sunrises a day.

The Rainforest Tower consists of a water tower, a forest 
fire station, a weather station, and scientific research 
and education laboratories, as well as accommodation 
for tourists wishing to sleep high above the Amazon 
rainforest. It stands at the Amazon’s frontier, preventing 
fires effectively by capturing rainwater in the rainy 
season and irrigating the land in the dry season. Tourists 
are able to visit the laboratories and learn more about 
the delicate ecosystems of the Amazon, while also 
appreciating the wonderful views afforded them from the 
top of the tower.
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The unique Challenge lesson gives students the chance to 
prepare and carry out a variety of enjoyable and ambitious 
speaking tasks.

Each High Achievers Assessment edition unit has a 
number of key features which make the course unique:
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4

Student’s Book 

STARTER LESSONS

● There are two optional Starter lessons at the start of the 
Student’s Book – Starter A and B. They give an introduction to the 
methodology of the main units, and contain basic grammar and 
vocabulary that students at this level should be familiar with.

● Use the Starter lessons as you feel necessary for your students, 
depending on which language areas you wish to revise. The lessons 
are self-contained, and can be used in any order. 

 

LISTENING 

2  Listen to the interviews from a radio programme. 
Were you right?

3  Listen again and answer the following questions.

1 What does the presenter say about the effect of 
globalisation on young people around the world? 

2 What two things does Chris say still influence young 
people’s attitudes to dress and appearance? 

3 What does Chris say that young people in the UK have 
traditionally been? 

4 According to Chris, what type of cosmetic surgery has 
become more popular in Venezuela in recent years? 

5 In Japanese working environments, what is expected of 
employers in terms of dress and appearance? 

4  Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● How would you describe young people’s attitudes to 
appearance, dress and cosmetic surgery in your country?

● How do you think your generation’s attitudes are 
different from your parents’ or your grandparents’ 
attitudes?

● Would you ever have cosmetic surgery?

1  Work in pairs. Look at the people in the pictures and discuss 
what you think their attitudes to the following might be:

● personal appearance ● clothes ● cosmetic surgery

 

Starter A

4

Hannah, UK

Hiro, Japan

Marielena, Venezuela
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Grammar

● There are two Grammar sections, 
each containing a grammar box 
with a summary and examples 
of the grammar area being dealt 
with. An irregular verb list is also 
included at the back of the book.

● The Grammar Reference is also 
available on the Teacher’s i-book 
as Visual grammar presentations 
– an animated, step-by-step 
presentation. 

● The lessons always contain oral 
practice to allow students to 
practise the language in a spoken 
context. 

● The language is practised in a 
variety of carefully staged activities. 

Listening

● Each Listening section contains 
substantial and challenging 
listening input to really stretch 
students and develop their 
listening skills. 

Vocabulary

● The main vocabulary set per unit is large – often consisting 
of 20–30 items – and contains both familiar and new, higher 
level items, to consolidate and extend students’ personal 
vocabulary.

● The vocabulary is practised through a variety of activities, 
including oral and personalized activities. 

 

2

FAST FINISHERS  Describe someone you know who has the gift of the gab. Describe a situation where you had 
to bite your tongue.

1  Look at the pictures. What kind of influence do 
you think the things in the pictures have on the 
development of language?

2  Read the questionnaire and find the answers in the box.

75    25    98    17,000    1,000    1,700     
25    7,000    6    171,476

3   Work in pairs. You’re going to read further 
information about some of the facts in exercise 2. 

Student A: Turn to page 149. Student B: Turn to page 152.

4  Read the new words in Word Zone. Are you familiar with 
them? What do you think they mean?

New words
affluenza    de/unfriend    lol    me time     
selfie    street food

WORD  
ZONE

5  Match the words in Word Zone with the definitions.

1  remove someone from your list of friends on a social 
networking site

2  the bad effects of living in a society where many people 
are too rich, such as always wanting new, expensive 
things or having to work too hard

3  an abbreviation for laughing out loud used in emails and 
text messages, when you think something is very funny

4  a photograph that you take of yourself, typically with a 
smartphone, and upload to a social media website

5  a meal that is prepared by a vendor in a public place and 
is for immediate consumption

6  time when you can do what you want to do

6   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Where do you think new words come from? Who or 
what has an influence on the creation of new words?

● Can you think of any new words in your language? What 
do they mean? Where do they come from?

1  Work in pairs. Underline the blend words in the sentences. 

1  Digital camera makers have been working hard to pack more 
pixels into smaller and smaller packages.

2 Why have you put smiley emoticons all over your essay? It 
looks ridiculous.

3  The police breathalyzed him at the scene and he was three 
times over the legal drink driving limit.

4  My drama club rehearses once a fortnight.
5  My mum’s a real workaholic, unfortunately. We never really 

get to spend any time together. 

2  Which two words have been blended together to form the 
words in exercise 1? What do they mean?

3  Complete the sentences with blend words. Match and 
combine one word from each box to make the blend words.

breakfast     electricity     motor     situation     smoke

comedy     execute     fog     hotel     lunch

1  You’re hilarious! You should have your own sitcom!
2  I’m afraid I'm hopeless at DIY. I worry I’m going to … myself 

while trying to change a plug!
3  Hybrid cars can reduce … by up to 90% and can get much 

better fuel economy then a normal engine.
4  I had a huge cheeseburger for lunch even though I’d had … at 

about eleven o’clock!
5  We’d been driving all day, so found a … for the night.

CONNECTIONS

4  Word blending is often used creatively. Look at the photos. 
Can you identify what the word blend is?

5  Work in pairs. You’re going to guess the 
meanings of blend words. 

Student A: Turn to page 149 and follow the instructions.
Student B: Turn to page 152 and follow the instructions.

6   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Which were the easiest / most difficult words to 
guess?

● Which ones do you like the most / least? Why?
● Are any of the blend words used in your language?
● How common are blend words in your language? 

Can you think of any examples?

7  Work in pairs. Create your own blend words. Follow 
the rules. 

The blend words should … 
● be recognizable and obvious out of context.
● fit neatly / smoothly together.
● be easily pronounceable.
● be fun and creative.

8  Share your blend words with the class. Vote on the 
best ones.

   Language & 
communication

1  Underline the idioms in the dialogues.

1 A:  I’ve never known anyone to chatter as much as 
Jamie does!
B:  I know! It’s impossible to get a word in 

edgeways!
2  A:  You don’t work in sales by any chance, do you?

B:  Yes! How did you know?
A:  Well, you’ve certainly got the gift of the gab!

3 A:  I had a horrible argument with my sister this 
morning.
B:  Oh no! What happened?
A:  Oh, it was just something stupid, but I had to 

really bite my tongue; otherwise I would have 
said something awful to her.

4 A:  Can you understand the instructions?
B:  No, they appear to be written in double Dutch!

2  Try to work out the meanings from the context. 
Check your answers with a dictionary.

3  Do you have any similar expressions in your 
language?

Grammar Distancing | Cleft sentences
Vocabulary Blend words | Idioms – Language & 

communication
Challenge Do a presentation
Interaction Asking for clarification
Writing A proposal

Affluenza is a blend word made from joining two words together.
affluence + influenza = affluenza
Blending is a way of creating new words in English.

 I  D  I  O  M  S

More
practice 19

VOCABULARY Blend words

18

Mother tongue2

FOCUS

18

1  How many English words were created by 
Shakespeare?

2  How many words are there in the Oxford 
English Dictionary?

3  How many words does the average educated 
native speaker of English know?

4  How many new words enter the Oxford 
English Dictionary each year?

5  According to the Global Language Monitor, 
a new word is created every … minutes.

6  In how many countries does English have 
an official or special status?

7  Approximately what percentage of the 
world’s population is believed to speak 
English to some degree?

8  Approximately how many languages are 
spoken around the world?

9  How many languages are thought to die out 
every year?

q  How many languages are used by the UN to 
conduct business? 

spork labradoodle banoffee pie

Brangelina Frankenfood chugger

3

 Each Focus lesson contains a 
Word Zone, which highlights 
a vocabulary area featured in 
the text such as phrasal verbs, 
collocations and unusual 
words.

1

UNIT WALKTHROUGH

Focus

● The Focus page introduces the unit topic through a short reading 
text and visually appealing images.

 The Idioms section 
introduces and 
practises frequently 
used idioms relevant 
to the unit topic.

3 The Connections section 
consists of useful extension 
vocabulary, including 
collocations, word families, 
suffixes and prefixes. 

2

Reading

● There is one main Reading text per 
unit related to the unit topic.

● The text is always substantial, 
and covers a variety of modern, 
relevant text types such as online 
blogs, websites, newspaper 
articles and extracts from novels. 
The majority of the reading texts 
are taken from authentic sources.

● The texts are fully exploited with 
challenging comprehension 
activities, and are followed up by a 
discussion on the topic. 

● A variety of real-world situations are featured, including radio interviews,  
chat shows and meetings as well as everyday conversations. 

1

2
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STUDENT’S BOOKSTUDENT’S BOOK

Grammar

● There are two Grammar sections, 
each containing a grammar box 
with a summary and examples 
of the grammar area being dealt 
with. An irregular verb list is also 
included at the back of the book.

● The Grammar Reference is also 
available on the Teacher’s i-book 
as Visual grammar presentations 
– an animated, step-by-step 
presentation. 

● The lessons always contain oral 
practice to allow students to 
practise the language in a spoken 
context. 

● The language is practised in a 
variety of carefully staged activities. 

Listening

● Each Listening section contains 
substantial and challenging 
listening input to really stretch 
students and develop their 
listening skills. 

 

2

FAST FINISHERS  Describe someone you know who has the gift of the gab. Describe a situation where you had 
to bite your tongue.

1  Look at the pictures. What kind of influence do 
you think the things in the pictures have on the 
development of language?

2  Read the questionnaire and find the answers in the box.

75    25    98    17,000    1,000    1,700     
25    7,000    6    171,476

3   Work in pairs. You’re going to read further 
information about some of the facts in exercise 2. 

Student A: Turn to page 149. Student B: Turn to page 152.

4  Read the new words in Word Zone. Are you familiar with 
them? What do you think they mean?

New words
affluenza    de/unfriend    lol    me time     
selfie    street food

WORD  
ZONE

5  Match the words in Word Zone with the definitions.

1  remove someone from your list of friends on a social 
networking site

2  the bad effects of living in a society where many people 
are too rich, such as always wanting new, expensive 
things or having to work too hard

3  an abbreviation for laughing out loud used in emails and 
text messages, when you think something is very funny

4  a photograph that you take of yourself, typically with a 
smartphone, and upload to a social media website

5  a meal that is prepared by a vendor in a public place and 
is for immediate consumption

6  time when you can do what you want to do

6   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Where do you think new words come from? Who or 
what has an influence on the creation of new words?

● Can you think of any new words in your language? What 
do they mean? Where do they come from?

1  Work in pairs. Underline the blend words in the sentences. 

1  Digital camera makers have been working hard to pack more 
pixels into smaller and smaller packages.

2 Why have you put smiley emoticons all over your essay? It 
looks ridiculous.

3  The police breathalyzed him at the scene and he was three 
times over the legal drink driving limit.

4  My drama club rehearses once a fortnight.
5  My mum’s a real workaholic, unfortunately. We never really 

get to spend any time together. 

2  Which two words have been blended together to form the 
words in exercise 1? What do they mean?

3  Complete the sentences with blend words. Match and 
combine one word from each box to make the blend words.

breakfast     electricity     motor     situation     smoke

comedy     execute     fog     hotel     lunch

1  You’re hilarious! You should have your own sitcom!
2  I’m afraid I'm hopeless at DIY. I worry I’m going to … myself 

while trying to change a plug!
3  Hybrid cars can reduce … by up to 90% and can get much 

better fuel economy then a normal engine.
4  I had a huge cheeseburger for lunch even though I’d had … at 

about eleven o’clock!
5  We’d been driving all day, so found a … for the night.

CONNECTIONS

4  Word blending is often used creatively. Look at the photos. 
Can you identify what the word blend is?

5  Work in pairs. You’re going to guess the 
meanings of blend words. 

Student A: Turn to page 149 and follow the instructions.
Student B: Turn to page 152 and follow the instructions.

6   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Which were the easiest / most difficult words to 
guess?

● Which ones do you like the most / least? Why?
● Are any of the blend words used in your language?
● How common are blend words in your language? 

Can you think of any examples?

7  Work in pairs. Create your own blend words. Follow 
the rules. 

The blend words should … 
● be recognizable and obvious out of context.
● fit neatly / smoothly together.
● be easily pronounceable.
● be fun and creative.

8  Share your blend words with the class. Vote on the 
best ones.

   Language & 
communication

1  Underline the idioms in the dialogues.

1 A:  I’ve never known anyone to chatter as much as 
Jamie does!
B:  I know! It’s impossible to get a word in 

edgeways!
2  A:  You don’t work in sales by any chance, do you?

B:  Yes! How did you know?
A:  Well, you’ve certainly got the gift of the gab!

3 A:  I had a horrible argument with my sister this 
morning.
B:  Oh no! What happened?
A:  Oh, it was just something stupid, but I had to 

really bite my tongue; otherwise I would have 
said something awful to her.

4 A:  Can you understand the instructions?
B:  No, they appear to be written in double Dutch!

2  Try to work out the meanings from the context. 
Check your answers with a dictionary.

3  Do you have any similar expressions in your 
language?

Grammar Distancing | Cleft sentences
Vocabulary Blend words | Idioms – Language & 

communication
Challenge Do a presentation
Interaction Asking for clarification
Writing A proposal

Affluenza is a blend word made from joining two words together.
affluence + influenza = affluenza
Blending is a way of creating new words in English.

 I  D  I  O  M  S

More
practice 19

VOCABULARY Blend words

18

Mother tongue2

FOCUS

18

1  How many English words were created by 
Shakespeare?

2  How many words are there in the Oxford 
English Dictionary?

3  How many words does the average educated 
native speaker of English know?

4  How many new words enter the Oxford 
English Dictionary each year?

5  According to the Global Language Monitor, 
a new word is created every … minutes.

6  In how many countries does English have 
an official or special status?

7  Approximately what percentage of the 
world’s population is believed to speak 
English to some degree?

8  Approximately how many languages are 
spoken around the world?

9  How many languages are thought to die out 
every year?

q  How many languages are used by the UN to 
conduct business? 

spork labradoodle banoffee pie

Brangelina Frankenfood chugger

3

 A complete 
Grammar Reference 
with detailed 
explanations of 
each grammar 
area can be found 
at the back of the 
book. 

1  Common spoken 
language is 
exploited in Face 
2 Face – students 
learn to recognize 
three idiomatic 
expressions in each 
lesson that often 
occur in spoken 
English.

4  There is also a 
freer, follow-
up interactive 
activity where 
students produce 
their own version 
of the dialogues 
or give their 
opinions on a 
related topic.

5

2
GRAMMAR Distancing LISTENING

1   Work in pairs. Discuss the question.

● What language do you think will be the most-spoken in 
the future? Why? 

4  Turn to page 149 and read the transcript. Check your 
answers to exercise 3.

5  One word is missing from each sentence. Complete the 
sentences with the words in the box.

apparently    tend    thought    to    would

1  It seem that you haven’t learnt much in this lesson.
2  She seems have had little interest in her friends’ 

opinions.
3  It is that there are as many as 2,000 dialects spoken in 

India.
4  it’s going to rain today.
5  Multilingual children to start speaking later than their 

peers.

6  Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar 
meaning to the first sentence, using the words given. 

1  People think she is the daughter of the former Prime 
Minister.

 It is … .
2  Apparently, eating lemons is not good for your teeth.
 It would … .
3  The radio news stated that our school is closed today 

because of the snow.
 According to … .
4  It’s possible that Cleopatra spoke at least nine languages 

including English.
5  Cleopatra may … .
6  We are hopeful that the local government will not close 

the youth centre.
 There is … .

7   Work in small groups. Follow the instructions.

● Read the opinions.
● Rewrite them using distancing language.
● Discuss whether you agree or disagree with the 

statements and why.

FAST FINISHERS Write something you think is true about three of the languages  in exercise 1 using distancing language.

1  Read the quotes about speaking a foreign language.  
Try to guess the missing words.

2  Complete the quotes with the words in the box.

corridor    door    head    heart    new    own    soul

3  Which is your favourite / least favourite quote? Why?

4   You’re going to listen to a radio interview with 
Jack, a bilingual teenager, his mother and an expert on 
bilingualism. Discuss the questions. 

● What are the advantages of speaking more than one 
language? Are there any disadvantages?

● Do you think it could be difficult being a bilingual 
teenager? Why? What are the potential problems?

5   Listen to the interview. Are their ideas similar to 
your answers in exercise 4?

6   Listen to the interview again. Choose the correct 
answers to the questions.

1  How well did Jack’s parents speak French?
A  They were both fluent.
B  His mother was fluent, but his father didn’t speak 

French.
C  They spoke a little french.

2  How does Jack describe the benefits of being bilingual?
A  He is more open-minded.
B  He has different personalities.
C  He enjoys learning new languages.

3  What has been the most difficult part for him?
A  Finding the right words to express his feelings and 

ideas.
B  Being bullied and feeling different to his peers.
C  Finding his own identity.

4  Why do bilingual children often do better at school?
A  They are able to see the world through the eyes of 

other people.
B  The parts of the brain used in a classroom situation 

are more efficient in bilingual people.
C  Their capacity for memory doesn’t decrease after they 

are four years old.
5  Why was Jack’s early adolescence difficult for his family?

A  He spent too much time on the internet.
B  He often refused to speak to his parents in French.
C  He had a period of refusing to speak in English.

6  How did his parents encourage him to keep his English 
alive?
A  By taking him travelling and watching films in English.
B  By sending him to stay with his family in England.
C  By putting him in touch with other English-speaking 

teens and emphasizing the benefits of being bilingual.

7  Look at the expressions in Face 2 Face.

● Have you heard them before?
● Can you remember the context from the interview?
● Can you guess their meaning?

● I went through a phase of … 

● wind (someone) up

● put yourself in someone else’s shoes

FACE 2 FACE

8   Turn to page 146 and do the exercises.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK

9   Work in groups of three. Follow the instructions.

Student A: You are a teenage son / daughter. Your parents 
have decided to move your family abroad. You do not want 
to emigrate. Write down your reasons against the move. 
Explain to your parents why you don’t want to move. 

Students B and C: You are the parents. You want to 
emigrate with your family. Write down your reasons for the 
move. Explain why you want to move and try to convince 
your son / daughter that it is a good idea.

Prepare and perform your role-play.

If we are not sure if something is definitely true 
or we want to avoid giving an opinion, we can 
distance ourselves from the facts and opinions 
stated.
appear / seem
It appears (that) you don’t really like me.

It would appear (that) you haven’t been listening to a 
word I’ve said.

The signature seems to be forged.

Passive structures 
It’s considered that Russian is one of the most difficult 
languages to learn.

Subject + be considered / said / thought / believed + 
to + infinitive
How many languages are thought to die out every 
year?

Modal verbs such as may, might, could (+ well)
There could well be many more undiscovered 
languages out there.

Other expressions
According to the Global Language Monitor, a new word 
is created every 98 minutes.

Scandinavians tend to speak excellent English.

Apparently, she speaks more than eight languages.

D
is

ta
n
ci

n
g

2   Listen to a report. Does it mention the language you 
thought of in exercise 1?

3   Listen again. Write down any distancing phrases 
that you hear in the report. 

The British are always very 
reserved and polite.

Girls do better in single-sex 
schools.

Eating fast food causes 
behavioural problems.

A lot of money which is donated 
to charity does not reach the 

people who need it.

 Interpret information  
 in a radio interview

Grammar 
presentation

More
practice20 21

Grammar reference page 114

‘Cheerfulness, it would appear, is a matter which depends fully as much on the state of 
things within, as on the state of things without and around us.’ Charlotte Brontë, novelist 2

BENGALI

ENGLISH SPANISH HINDI

CHINESE GERMAN
PORTUGUESE ARABIC
JAPANESE RUSSIAN
FRENCH

Those who know 
nothing of foreign 
languages, know 
nothing of their 1… .

If you talk to someone 
in a language he or she 
understands, that goes to 
the person’s 4… . If you talk 
to somebody in his or her 
language, that goes to the 
5… .

To have another 
language is 
to possess a 
second 2… .

One language sets 
you in a 6… for life. 
Two languages open 
every 7… along the 
way.

Speak a new 
language so that 
the world will be  
a 3… world.

 Extra interactive 
practice

 Grammar quotes 
are a fun way for 
students to see 
the language 
in an authentic 
context.

2

3

Reading

● There is one main Reading text per 
unit related to the unit topic.

● The text is always substantial, 
and covers a variety of modern, 
relevant text types such as online 
blogs, websites, newspaper 
articles and extracts from novels. 
The majority of the reading texts 
are taken from authentic sources.

● The texts are fully exploited with 
challenging comprehension 
activities, and are followed up by a 
discussion on the topic. 

23

2

22

2
READING 

1   Work in small groups. Discuss the questions.

● Do you regularly use emoticons? If so, when?
● Do you think there are any negative consequences 

of using emoticons?
● Look at the examples of emoticons. What do you 

think they mean?

2  Read the article in which four experts discuss 
the use of emoticons. Whose opinion do you agree 
with most?

3  Read the article again and answer the questions. 
Choose from the experts Dr Owen Churches, Sarah 
Jane Young, Dr Chris Fulwood and Professor Scott 
Fahlman. There may be more than one answer.

1  Who expresses concern that we are losing the 
ability to show compassion to others?  

2  Who suggests reasons why skilled writers may feel 
the need to use emoticons these days?  

3  Who agrees that emoticons enhance online 
communication by providing alternative stimuli?    

4  Who points out the use of emoticons, abbreviations 
and acronyms suggests a greater knowledge of and 
ability to manipulate language ?  

5  Who largely disapproves of the use of emoticons?    
6  Who seems troubled by the idea that our societies 

may become homogenized?  
7  Who says we are not born with the ability to 

recognize emoticons as faces?  
8  Who was motivated to investigate the effect of 

emoticons by their own disapproval?  

4   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Do you agree that emoticons and ‘text speak’ are a new 
form of language? Why / Why not? 

● What do you think about the idea that our cultures and 
languages are becoming more and more similar because 
of online communication?

● What do you imagine communication in the future will 
be like? 

22

He found it very hard to teach a class full of indifferent 
teenagers.
This has got nothing to do with me, so let me give you a piece 
of disinterested advice.
Don't be so apathetic! How are you going to get a job if you 
don't start looking?
It was a cold, wet day and the children were getting bored.

Now turn to page 148 and do the exercise.

The world’s first emoticon is believed to have been used 
by computer scientist Professor Scott Fahlman in 1982 
after finding that colleagues using online messaging 
often misunderstood posts and failed to recognize jokes. 

The solution came in the form of the ‘smiley’ . Now, 
emoticons can express everything from surprise to 
indifference.

We’ve asked four experts in communication to give their 
opinion on this means of online communication.

DR OWEN CHURCHES, PSYCHOLOGIST

Amazingly, emoticons are having an impact on our brains. 
Recent research suggests that the human brain has adapted 
to react to emoticons in the same way it reacts to human 
faces. 

In an experiment led by Dr Churches, subjects looked at 
images of faces and emoticons while their brain activity was 
examined. Churches discovered that similar face-specific 
brain activity was triggered by both. 

According to the professor, there is no innate neural response 
to emoticons. 

‘Before 1982, there was no reason that “:-)” would activate 
face sensitive areas of the brain. Now it does because we've 
learnt that this represents a face. The research was driven 
partly by my dislike of emoticons,’ says Dr Church. ‘They are 
a lazy means of communicating. To really convey emotion, 
we’d need to write more than three punctuation marks.’

Despite his negative opinion, Dr Churches admits they are a 
new form of language. 

‘To decode that language we've produced a new pattern 
of brain activity. This is an entirely culturally created neural 
response. It's really quite amazing.’

EMOTICONS: THE FUTURE OF LANGUAGE ?

SARAH JANE YOUNG, JOURNALIST

Journalist Sarah Jane Young thinks we should be concerned 
about the growing use of emoticons. ‘On the one hand,’ she 
says, ‘an emoticon clarifies tone and makes up for our lack 
of face-to-face contact. But what might this mean for the 
written word? We thought we were losing the battle with 

PROFESSOR FAHLMAN, COMPUTER SCIENTIST 
AND ‘INVENTOR’ OF THE EMOTICON

Professor Fahlman realizes that it’s the very idea of the 
emoticon which most people object to, saying good writers 
should have no need to explicitly label their comments. 
Shakespeare, for example, managed fine without them.

To a large degree, Fahlman agrees with these critics. He 
says, ‘Perhaps the smiley face has done more to degrade 
communication than to improve it.’ However, he goes on to 
defend the idea of the emoticon by pointing out that ‘we’re 
talking about casual writing online, not great literature printed 
in one-way media and relatively inaccessible to the public.’

He goes on to say that ‘the great authors published their 
words in a different medium. If 100,000 copies of a novel 
were distributed in printed form, and 1% of the readers 
didn’t get the joke and were outraged at what they read, 
there was nothing these readers could do to spoil the 
enjoyment of the other 99%. But if it were possible for each 
of the 1,000 clueless readers to write a criticism of the novel 
and publish it in the same distribution channels as the original 
work, imagine the problems this would cause. If the use of 
emoticons and, in particular, a smiley face , reduces this 
problem, maybe they’re not a bad idea after all.’

‘Individuals can actively shape technology to suit their needs. 
One of the appeals of emoticons is that they help us to 
compensate for the lack of non-verbal cues in many online 
environments. They act as substitutes for traditional facial 
expressions.’

Dr Fulwood said there was no evidence that text-speak is 
dumbing down the younger generation.

‘Research shows that children who use this language tend 
to have better literacy. Text-speak can be a creative form of 
communication and in order to break grammatical rules, we 
need to understand them in the first place.’

“txt spk” – now the very letters themselves are threatened. 
Where is the appreciation for the nuances and subtlety of 
language? What might Shakespeare have shared with the 
world if emoticons were at his fingertips? Who needs to be 
a literary genius when you can appeal to the masses with a 
winking yellow face?’

But who cares? you might say. Why not have a universal 
language? Young, however, believes we should care. 
‘Research indicates a growing lack of empathy in the younger 
generation and some blame a lack of reading, during which 
the ability to understand emotions develops. The worry is we 
may end up a bunch of bleeping, emoticoning robots with 
few means to differentiate ourselves or our cultures. Long live 
the written word to prevent such a calamity.’

DR CHRIS FULWOOD, CYBER PSYCHOLOGIST

We are limited in the range of messages that can be 
communicated through emoticons, but Dr Chris Fulwood 
believes they do serve an important purpose.

 S  I  M  I  L  A  R   W  O  R  D  S

● A variety of real-world situations are featured, including radio interviews,  
chat shows and meetings as well as everyday conversations. 

 The Similar Words section picks 
out one word from the text and 
contrasts it with three other words 
with subtly different meanings.

1

2

1

4

3

5
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STUDENT’S BOOK

 Common expressions from 
the situations are given in 
the Express yourself box. 
This features language that 
students will need to both use 
and understand in order to 
interact successfully.

1

Interaction

● The Interaction lessons feature 
a variety of everyday situations. 

● Students are given prompts or 
role-cards to stimulate their 
speaking, rather than entire 
dialogues. This gives them the 
autonomy that is necessary in 
developing the speaking skills. 

Three-Unit Reviews 

● There are Three-Unit Reviews 
after units 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9. They 
revise grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units in 
a fresh context.

● Each Three-Unit Review 
contains practice of all the 
key skills. They consist of a 
substantial reading text, a 
listening section, and a follow-
up speaking or writing section.

 Students listen to the 
situations, focus on specific 
language commonly used 
in each situation, and then 
have the chance to interact 
themselves in Your Turn To 
Speak. 

2  Writing skill focuses on 
an important language 
area that students 
need to master, in 
order to improve their 
ability to produce good 
written texts.

3  In Your Turn To Write, 
students are guided 
step-by-step through the 
critical stages of planning, 
taking notes, writing and 
checking that are needed 
to produce their own text.

4

Unit Reviews

● Each unit has an End-of-Unit Review which revises the key 
grammar and vocabulary. 

● The audio for each Dictation has built-in pauses to allow 
students to write as they listen. 

Writing

● In the Writing section, students 
work through a model written 
text, and then write their own 
version.

 Each End-of-Unit 
Review finishes 
with a Dictation. 
This is a paragraph 
on a subject 
related to the topic 
of the unit. Each 
Dictation becomes 
progressively 
longer towards the 
end of the book.

1

Vocabulary

1  Make blend words by matching and combining one 
word from each box.

breathe    chocolate    emotions    fourteen    motor    
picture    slovenly    smoke    telephone    

alcoholic    analysed    element    fog    icons    
hotel    language    marathon    nights    

2  complete the sentences with the words in exercise 1.

1  I’m a real … . I have to have at least two bars a day!
2  The fire caused widespread … and we couldn’t see a 

thing.
3  Many celebrities answered the phones for the televised 

… to raise money for charity. 
4  Can you show me how to add … to my messages?
5  We have to wait a whole … before we get the results of 

the medical tests.

3  Write one blend word for each two words.

1  fork + spoon
2  situation + comedy
3  Frankenstein + food
4  motor + pedal
5  documentary + drama

4  complete the idioms about language and 
communication.

1  He talks so much it’s difficult to get a word in … .
2  You could sell anything to anyone. You’ve really got the 

gift of the … .
3  I had to bite my … ; otherwise I would have said 

something I’d regret.
4  I have no idea what this document means. It could be 

written in double … for all I know.

GraMMar

5  one word is missing from each sentence. complete the 
sentences with the words in the box.

tend    that    thought    to    well

1  It’s considered half the world’s population is bilingual.
2  According research by the U.S Department of State, 

Japanese requires 2,200 class hours to reach speaking 
and reading proficiency.

3  How many languages are to die out each year?
4  Greeks to speak more than one language.
5  It could be a good way of preserving the language.

6  complete the second sentence so that it has a similar 
meaning to the first sentence, using the words in bold.

1  People think that if you speak English then Dutch is easy 
to learn.

 It is …
2  Apparently, she speaks more than six languages.
 It would …
3  The newspaper announced that the public library would 

be closed permanently from October.
 according to …
4  It’s possible that our son will become fluent in all three 

languages by the time he starts school.
 Their son …
5  Police believe the signature on this document has been 

forged.
 The signature seems …

7  complete the sentences with one word.

1  What I admire about Jonathon ____ his confidence with 
speaking other languages.

2  ____ was then that she really got upset.
3  It ____ your pronunciation that is the problem.
4  What she ____ was use social media to promote her new 

product.
5  ____ I said was I didn’t think he should watch the horror film.

8  rewrite the sentences using cleft sentences.

1  It isn’t a good idea to rely on the accuracy of online 
translation websites.

2  I didn’t speak to him; I received an email.
3  You should write a letter of complaint.
4  I’m really angry about the things he said about me.
5  I’m not talking about her.

DIcTaTIoN

9  listen and write.

Review Unit

105

2
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1

Video

● Each video contains an original short vox-pop which 
introduces a different topic. 

● Students discuss the topic of the video in pairs or as a 
class before watching. 

Stories

● Each Student’s Book contains 
three original stories. They have 
been specially written for the 
course, with teenage protagonists, 
and deal with themes from the 
Student’s Book.

● The stories are rich in new 
vocabulary. They contain 
comprehension activities, 
vocabulary exploitation and  
follow-up speaking activities in 
order for students to exploit them 
as much as possible.

26 2727

2 2
INTERACTION Asking for clarification WRITING A proposal 

YOUR TURN  
TO WRITE

EXCUSE ME … ?

1   You’re going to listen to Oliver, a student on a 
language exchange programme, who is having difficulty 
understanding his host family. Discuss the questions.

● When might you have difficulty understanding somebody?
● What are the best things to do when you don't 

understand? What do you usually do?

2   Listen to Part 1. Answer the questions.

1  What is Oliver’s host father telling him?
2  How does Oliver deal with the fact that he doesn’t 

understand?
3  Why does he deal with the situation in this way?

3   Listen to Part 2 – the same situation with a different 
outcome. Answer the questions.

1  How does Oliver deal with the situation this time?
2  How does his host father react?
3  Which new phrase does Oliver learn?

VOCABULARY

4  Complete the table by matching the informal / slang 
words in the box with their more standard alternatives.

bloke    buddy    chow    grub    
guy    lad    mate    nibbles    pal

5  Use a dictionary to find out whether there are any 
differences in meaning between the informal words.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK

6   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Have you ever been in a situation where you struggled to 
understand someone’s accent?

● Which areas of your country have the strongest / most 
distinctive accents?

● Which do you find easier to understand, British English 
or US English? Native speakers of English or non-native 
speakers? Why?

7   Work in pairs. Act out one of the situations. 
Imagine you have difficulty understanding the person 
you’re talking to.

● You go into a tourist information office to ask for 
directions.

● You ask a hotel receptionist to recommend a good local 
restaurant for this evening.

● You are in a shop and would like to try on some clothes 
and shoes.

8   Swap roles. Act out another situation. Who dealt 
with the situation most effectively?

1   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Have you ever been on a language exchange or would 
you like to go on a language exchange?

● If you were asked to organize a farewell party for 
exchange students, what kind of party would it be?

2  Read the proposal for a farewell party. Does the 
writer mention any of your ideas in exercise 1?

WRITING 
SKILL Formal register

3  Find the less formal equivalents of the phrases in 
the box in the proposal. Replace them with the 
more formal register.

in which to put the refreshments    memorable    
minimize    the budget    students    submitting     
more than sufficient

PLAN BEFORE YOU WRITE

4  You’re going to write a proposal for an 
international food festival. Think about:

● time and date
● venue
● organization – who will set up, clear up,  

decorate the venue, etc?
● special guests to give a presentation, etc

WRITE NOW

5  Write a proposal for the international food 
festival. 

1  Use the farewell party proposal as a model.
2  Use your notes in exercise 4 and the plan below.

Paragraph 1 – Introduce the topic of the proposal.
Paragraphs 2 / 3 / 4 – Describe your ideas for the 
festival. Use headings and bullet points where 
necessary.
Paragraph 5 – Conclude and summarize your 
ideas.

3  Remember to use formal register.

CHECK AND CORRECT

6  Check and correct your proposal. 

1  Check that you’ve included all the important 
points.

2  Check that you’ve used the appropriate layout 
and formal language.

3  In pairs, swap your proposals and check each 
other’s work.

 Express yourself
Asking for clarification
Sorry, I didn't quite catch that. 
Would you mind slowing down a bit? 
Could you possibly repeat that?
I'm not following you. / I don't quite follow you.
Sorry, what was that again?
If I understood / understand you correctly, … .

Clarifying
What I’m trying to say is / What I mean is … .
Is that clear … ?
Did you get that … ?
Stop me if I’m going too quickly.
Please just ask if there’s anything you don’t understand.
Are you following me / with me?

To: Mr Watkins
From: Melody Pierce
Subject: Language exchange farewell party proposal
Date: 28th June

INTRODUCTION
As requested, I am handing in the following proposal on ideas  
for a farewell party for students on the Year 11 language 
exchange programme.

IDEAS
Date and Venue
• The exchange students return to Italy on Sunday 16 July. 

Therefore, I propose that we hold the party on 13 or 14 July. 
This will ensure that the celebration takes place at the end of 
their visit, but leaves time to pack and also fit in another trip or 
activity before they leave. 

• I strongly recommend using our schools facilities rather than 
hiring an outside venue to save on costs. We could use the 
school gym. This would give us loads of space and also allow 
us to use the outdoor area if the weather is good. We could 
spend some of our budget on erecting a small marquee to put 
the food and drinks in.

Theme
• I suggest that we use the colours of our countries’ flags for the 

theme. The party guests could dress in red, white and blue, 
or green, white and red. This would be an easy theme for 
everyone to follow and would also represent our experience.

Refreshments
• If each student brought a dish, this would provide plenty of food 

for everyone and again keep our costs down. Hiring outside 
catering would be very expensive. We could coordinate carefully 
and make sure we have starters, main courses and desserts. 
We could also request that students bring something to drink, 
and then use the budget to provide plates, glasses and cutlery.

Entertainment
• Because we are able to make it cheaper in other areas, I 

propose we spend most of our budget on entertainment. We 
have had an excellent six-week exchange programme and it 
would be wonderful to be able to provide quality entertainment 
to end it. 

• I suggest we hire a DJ for most of the evening. This will cost 
approximately £400. A group of guys who are in a band have 
offered their services free of charge. I suggest they play for an 
hour at the beginning of the party. 

• It would be nice for students involved in the programme to 
provide some of the entertainment too if possible.

CONCLUSION
Taking all these suggestions into consideration, I strongly  
believe we can organize a brilliant farewell party while still 
keeping costs low.

friend man food

Challenge

● The Challenge lesson asks students to work in pairs or 
groups to prepare and carry out an ambitious, fun speaking 
task that builds on language learnt during the unit.

● Each Challenge lesson has a totally different task. It will 
feel fresh and 
motivating. 

● The Challenge 
lessons are in 
three stages: 
Preparation, Do 
The Challenge, 
and Follow Up. 
Students have 
the opportunity 
to stretch their 
skills as much as 
possible.  

Do a presentation

25

pREpARATIoN

1  choose the correct option to complete the quiz 
about endangered languages.

2   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Did any of the statistics above surprise you? Why?
● What do you think causes languages to die out?
● Why do you think it is important to protect the 

world’s vulnerable languages?

Do THE cHALLENGE

3   Work in small groups. Imagine that you are a 
‘Language protection committee’. Your language is 
under threat and it is your responsibility to protect 
it. prepare a presentation on why your language 
should be saved.

Think about:
● the history of your language and its connections with 

your country
● literature, traditional stories and legends
● pronunciation, the way it sounds, songs and music
●  the rich vocabulary. Are there words that can’t really 

be translated?

  Express yourself
Emphasizing important points
It is vitally important that … .
It is of the upmost importance that … .
One of the … features of the language is … .
We are particularly concerned about / that … .
It’s important to note / point out / highlight … .

4  Design a leaflet listing your main arguments.

5  practise your presentation. Does anything need 
improving?

6  perform your presentation for the rest of the class. 
Answer questions from the rest of the class at the 
end of the presentation.

FoLLoW up

7  Vote on which group delivered the most persuasive 
presentation. Did you learn anything new about 
your own language / another language? What did 
you learn?

2

Going silent:
Areas with  

several languages  
near extinction

Source: Living Tongues Institute for Endangered Languages

Save our language!
1  Approximately how many  

languages are spoken on Earth?
 A 1,700 B 7,000 C 17,000

2  What percentage of these languages  
is used by less than 100,000 people?
A 19% B 69% C 90%

3  How many of these languages have 
only one single speaker?
A 46 B 106 C 400

4  At what rate do languages become 
extinct?
A  One language dies every two days.
B  One language dies every two weeks.
C  One language dies every two months.

5  How many languages are currently 
considered to be at risk of extinction 
according to UNESCO?
A 25 B 250 C 2,500

Threat level

EXTREME

SEVERE

HIGH

MEDIUM

LOW

Northwest Pacific Plateau
12 language families

Northern South America
29 language families

Oklahoma-Southwest
16 language families

Meso-America
19 language families

Central South America
45 language families

Southern South America
20 language families

Central Siberia
6 language families

Caucasus
13 language families

Eastern India / Malaysia
16 language families

Western Africa
30 language families

Southern Africa
6 language families

Eastern Africa
17 language families

Eastern Siberia
9 language families

Southern Asia
24 language families

Taiwan / Northern Philipines
14 language families

Eastern Melanesia
48 language families

Western Melanesia
100 language families

Northern Australia
62 language families
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STUDENT’S BOOK

 There is a video lesson after 
each Three-Unit Review. In 
this section, students develop 
their skills in watching and 
understanding video, which 
will increase their ability to 
enjoy English-language films 
and TV. 

1  Each video lesson 
ends with Find Out, 
where students have 
the chance to find out 
more about the subject 
matter of the video.

2

Three-Unit Reviews 

● There are Three-Unit Reviews 
after units 1–3, 4–6 and 7–9. They 
revise grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units in 
a fresh context.

● Each Three-Unit Review 
contains practice of all the 
key skills. They consist of a 
substantial reading text, a 
listening section, and a follow-
up speaking or writing section.

1  In pairs, look at the picture. Who do you think the 
people are? What do you imagine that life was like in a 
royal palace three hundred years ago?

2 Check that you know the meaning of the following 
words.

austere     bark (of a tree)     chaperone (v)     clandestine     
distraught      fleeting     foil     lace     oath     profoundly     
protocol     prune (v)     resent     spoilt     trudge

3  Read the first section of the story. What do you 
think will happen in the rest of the story? 

4  Now read the rest of the story and check your ideas.

5 Read the story again and answer the questions.

1 Why is the tourist guide surprised when she sees the 
carving in the bark of the tree?

2 Why were the palace gardeners not permitted to look 
royalty in the eye?

3 Why were the prince and princess unimpressed by each 
other?

4 How did the princess and the gardener’s relationship 
begin?

5 What did the king do when cloth from the princess’s 
robes was discovered in the palace gardens?

6 What do you think were the princess’s suspicions about 
Juan Manuel’s fate?

6  In pairs, discuss the questions.

1 Have you ever had the sensation that you’ve been in a 
place before?

2 If you could travel back in time, which period in history 
would you choose? Why?

if anything were to prevent either of them from being 
there, they were to meet three days after and if they were 
still unable, they would try to return, three weeks, three 
months and three years later.

But their plan was foiled when, the following afternoon, 
a piece of fine white lace was discovered by a palace 
guardsman in a branch in the gardens. The cloth was taken 
to the King who immediately recognised it as coming from 
one of the princess’s robes. Full of suspicion, the King 
ordered that she be chaperoned at all times. Desperate to 
escape to be with Juan Manuel, on the night of the next 
full moon, the princess waited until her guard fell asleep, 
and then fled into the palace gardens full of excitement, 
to the tree where they always met. The princess waited 
and waited, but Juan Manuel did not come. Her heart 
felt like lead as she trudged back to her quarters in the 
palace. The plan to meet again three nights later gave 
her hope but when she returned, three nights later, Juan 
Manuel again was not there. The princess was distraught. 
Faithfully she returned three weeks later, three months 
later and, finally, three years later, but Juan Manuel never 
came. On that final night, she traced the carving of the 
heart with her finger, and she knew for certain that her 
dream of happiness was finally over. 

The princess never found out what happened to Juan 
Manuel. She wondered if he had been simply sent away 
from the palace in disgrace, but given the king’s cruel 
nature, she also suspected that something far worse had 
happened to him. Over those three long years, her carefree 
loving nature had been replaced with a deep sadness. She 
married the prince and become queen, but her marriage 
was profoundly unhappy. Juan Manuel stayed in her heart 
until her death.

The student and the tourist guide moved towards each 
other as the sun set behind them. They walked out of the 
Royal Palace Gardens and headed towards the narrow 
and winding lanes of old Madrid. They strolled for hours, 
without speaking, as they knew by instinct that they’d 
found a love that had been lost for three centuries. And at 
midnight, they found themselves in Plaza Mayor and they 
embraced passionately in the light of the full moon as the 
clock chimed twelve.

Nigel Barnsley

FAST FINISHERS  Imagine you are Juan Manuel or the princess, three years after you met. Write a letter to the other person. 145
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It was the 18th century in Madrid. At that time, the 
Royal Palace Gardens were closed to the public and 
could only be enjoyed by the privileged few. The 

palace gardeners carried out their work according to 
the contemporary style and if they encountered royalty 
whilst carrying out their tasks, they were not permitted 
to look their regal employers in the eye. One day, a young 
princess from Italy arrived, reluctantly, to live at the palace 
under the influence of her ambitious uncle. He saw a 
future match for her with the young prince. The king 
approved the match too, and so it was decided: she was 
to be the future queen. Unfortunately, the young prince 
and princess did not feel any attraction to each other. 
The prince was a spoilt boy who resented the princess’s 
rebellious character; she resented him equally in return.

The princess was a thoughtful girl who had wild, 
passionate dreams and she didn’t want to belong to the 
austere world in which she found herself. She was also 
desperately homesick. She dreamt of the freedom to 
travel, and she dreaded her forthcoming marriage and 
becoming queen of the kingdom which, to such a young 
and carefree girl, felt so cold and restricting. The princess 
had taken to wandering through the beautiful palace 
gardens – a beautiful and peaceful place where she found 
comfort. She wasn’t concerned with the court protocol 
that prohibited servants from having contact with royalty 
and so, on her strolls through the bushes and flower beds, 

One autumn evening, not so long ago, a young and 
handsome Spanish student of horticulture was being 
shown around the gardens of the Royal Palace in Madrid, 
the capital of Spain. The guide was a pretty girl from 
Italy, who had originally come to Madrid to study history. 
The student was passionate about trees and plants, and 
as he examined one of the oldest trees in the gardens, 
he suddenly noticed a tiny heart, carved deep into the 
ancient bark. It looked like it had been there for hundreds 
of years. He called over the guide to see if she knew 
anything about it. The guide was taken aback, because 
she had shown visitors around the gardens dozens of 
times and had never seen the carving. Yet at the same 
time, as she stared at it, it seemed strangely familiar. Both 
of them leaned forward and ran their fingers over the 
heart. As their fingers touched, their eyes met and they 
suddenly recognized each other from a time centuries 
ago, a time when they’d been together on that same 
spot and shared a story that had never been written 
in the history books, but which was about to finally be 
concluded, three centuries later…

she got to know some of the gardeners. One in particular, 
a handsome young man called Juan Manuel, caught her 
eye. One day, while Juan Manuel was pruning the rose 
bushes in a quiet corner of the gardens, the princess hid 
behind a tree, waiting for him, intending to steal one of 
his roses. But Juan Manuel had seen her creep into her 
hiding place and he came silently up behind her, taking 
her completely by surprise. The princess gasped as Juan 
Manuel planted a kiss on the petals of a deep crimson 
rose and, looking into her eyes, held the rose out to her. 
It was the first of many meetings and the young couple 
quickly fell deeply in love. Their encounters were fleeting 
and clandestine, often by moonlight and always in the 
peaceful haven of the palace gardens with the trees, 
flowers and birds their only company.

As their love grew stronger and their meetings more 
frequent, the princess grew more and more desperate and 
frustrated by her life in the Royal Palace; she longed to 
be free, to be with Juan Manuel. One clear starry night, 
Juan Manuel told her his plan of escape so the two of 
them could be together, forever. They were to meet at 
the spot where they always met, beside an ancient tree, 
as the clocks chimed midnight on the night of the next 
full moon. They would go together, through the narrow 
and winding lanes of old Madrid to Plaza Mayor where a 
coach would take them to the Mediterranean coast, from 
where they would sail to a new life together in a new land. 
Juan Manuel carved a heart shape into the bark of the 
tree. They moved their fingers over the heart, looked deep 
into each other’s eyes, and swore an everlasting oath to 
each other. They then bade each other goodnight, full of 
joy at the knowledge that they would meet again on the 
night of the next full moon to start their new life. But 

Three Days, Three Weeks, 
Three Years … Three Centuries

144

STORY            
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Unit Reviews

● Each unit has an End-of-Unit Review which revises the key 
grammar and vocabulary. 

● The audio for each Dictation has built-in pauses to allow 
students to write as they listen. 

Vocabulary

1  Make blend words by matching and combining one 
word from each box.

breathe    chocolate    emotions    fourteen    motor    
picture    slovenly    smoke    telephone    

alcoholic    analysed    element    fog    icons    
hotel    language    marathon    nights    

2  complete the sentences with the words in exercise 1.

1  I’m a real … . I have to have at least two bars a day!
2  The fire caused widespread … and we couldn’t see a 

thing.
3  Many celebrities answered the phones for the televised 

… to raise money for charity. 
4  Can you show me how to add … to my messages?
5  We have to wait a whole … before we get the results of 

the medical tests.

3  Write one blend word for each two words.

1  fork + spoon
2  situation + comedy
3  Frankenstein + food
4  motor + pedal
5  documentary + drama

4  complete the idioms about language and 
communication.

1  He talks so much it’s difficult to get a word in … .
2  You could sell anything to anyone. You’ve really got the 

gift of the … .
3  I had to bite my … ; otherwise I would have said 

something I’d regret.
4  I have no idea what this document means. It could be 

written in double … for all I know.

GraMMar

5  one word is missing from each sentence. complete the 
sentences with the words in the box.

tend    that    thought    to    well

1  It’s considered half the world’s population is bilingual.
2  According research by the U.S Department of State, 

Japanese requires 2,200 class hours to reach speaking 
and reading proficiency.

3  How many languages are to die out each year?
4  Greeks to speak more than one language.
5  It could be a good way of preserving the language.

6  complete the second sentence so that it has a similar 
meaning to the first sentence, using the words in bold.

1  People think that if you speak English then Dutch is easy 
to learn.

 It is …
2  Apparently, she speaks more than six languages.
 It would …
3  The newspaper announced that the public library would 

be closed permanently from October.
 according to …
4  It’s possible that our son will become fluent in all three 

languages by the time he starts school.
 Their son …
5  Police believe the signature on this document has been 

forged.
 The signature seems …

7  complete the sentences with one word.

1  What I admire about Jonathon ____ his confidence with 
speaking other languages.

2  ____ was then that she really got upset.
3  It ____ your pronunciation that is the problem.
4  What she ____ was use social media to promote her new 

product.
5  ____ I said was I didn’t think he should watch the horror film.

8  rewrite the sentences using cleft sentences.

1  It isn’t a good idea to rely on the accuracy of online 
translation websites.

2  I didn’t speak to him; I received an email.
3  You should write a letter of complaint.
4  I’m really angry about the things he said about me.
5  I’m not talking about her.

DIcTaTIoN

9  listen and write.

Review Unit
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Video

● Each video contains an original short vox-pop which 
introduces a different topic. 

● Students discuss the topic of the video in pairs or as a 
class before watching. 

Stories

● Each Student’s Book contains 
three original stories. They have 
been specially written for the 
course, with teenage protagonists, 
and deal with themes from the 
Student’s Book.

● The stories are rich in new 
vocabulary. They contain 
comprehension activities, 
vocabulary exploitation and  
follow-up speaking activities in 
order for students to exploit them 
as much as possible.
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INTERACTION Asking for clarification WRITING A proposal 

YOUR TURN  
TO WRITE

EXCUSE ME … ?

1   You’re going to listen to Oliver, a student on a 
language exchange programme, who is having difficulty 
understanding his host family. Discuss the questions.

● When might you have difficulty understanding somebody?
● What are the best things to do when you don't 

understand? What do you usually do?

2   Listen to Part 1. Answer the questions.

1  What is Oliver’s host father telling him?
2  How does Oliver deal with the fact that he doesn’t 

understand?
3  Why does he deal with the situation in this way?

3   Listen to Part 2 – the same situation with a different 
outcome. Answer the questions.

1  How does Oliver deal with the situation this time?
2  How does his host father react?
3  Which new phrase does Oliver learn?

VOCABULARY

4  Complete the table by matching the informal / slang 
words in the box with their more standard alternatives.

bloke    buddy    chow    grub    
guy    lad    mate    nibbles    pal

5  Use a dictionary to find out whether there are any 
differences in meaning between the informal words.

YOUR TURN TO SPEAK

6   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Have you ever been in a situation where you struggled to 
understand someone’s accent?

● Which areas of your country have the strongest / most 
distinctive accents?

● Which do you find easier to understand, British English 
or US English? Native speakers of English or non-native 
speakers? Why?

7   Work in pairs. Act out one of the situations. 
Imagine you have difficulty understanding the person 
you’re talking to.

● You go into a tourist information office to ask for 
directions.

● You ask a hotel receptionist to recommend a good local 
restaurant for this evening.

● You are in a shop and would like to try on some clothes 
and shoes.

8   Swap roles. Act out another situation. Who dealt 
with the situation most effectively?

1   Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

● Have you ever been on a language exchange or would 
you like to go on a language exchange?

● If you were asked to organize a farewell party for 
exchange students, what kind of party would it be?

2  Read the proposal for a farewell party. Does the 
writer mention any of your ideas in exercise 1?

WRITING 
SKILL Formal register

3  Find the less formal equivalents of the phrases in 
the box in the proposal. Replace them with the 
more formal register.

in which to put the refreshments    memorable    
minimize    the budget    students    submitting     
more than sufficient

PLAN BEFORE YOU WRITE

4  You’re going to write a proposal for an 
international food festival. Think about:

● time and date
● venue
● organization – who will set up, clear up,  

decorate the venue, etc?
● special guests to give a presentation, etc

WRITE NOW

5  Write a proposal for the international food 
festival. 

1  Use the farewell party proposal as a model.
2  Use your notes in exercise 4 and the plan below.

Paragraph 1 – Introduce the topic of the proposal.
Paragraphs 2 / 3 / 4 – Describe your ideas for the 
festival. Use headings and bullet points where 
necessary.
Paragraph 5 – Conclude and summarize your 
ideas.

3  Remember to use formal register.

CHECK AND CORRECT

6  Check and correct your proposal. 

1  Check that you’ve included all the important 
points.

2  Check that you’ve used the appropriate layout 
and formal language.

3  In pairs, swap your proposals and check each 
other’s work.

 Express yourself
Asking for clarification
Sorry, I didn't quite catch that. 
Would you mind slowing down a bit? 
Could you possibly repeat that?
I'm not following you. / I don't quite follow you.
Sorry, what was that again?
If I understood / understand you correctly, … .

Clarifying
What I’m trying to say is / What I mean is … .
Is that clear … ?
Did you get that … ?
Stop me if I’m going too quickly.
Please just ask if there’s anything you don’t understand.
Are you following me / with me?

To: Mr Watkins
From: Melody Pierce
Subject: Language exchange farewell party proposal
Date: 28th June

INTRODUCTION
As requested, I am handing in the following proposal on ideas  
for a farewell party for students on the Year 11 language 
exchange programme.

IDEAS
Date and Venue
• The exchange students return to Italy on Sunday 16 July. 

Therefore, I propose that we hold the party on 13 or 14 July. 
This will ensure that the celebration takes place at the end of 
their visit, but leaves time to pack and also fit in another trip or 
activity before they leave. 

• I strongly recommend using our schools facilities rather than 
hiring an outside venue to save on costs. We could use the 
school gym. This would give us loads of space and also allow 
us to use the outdoor area if the weather is good. We could 
spend some of our budget on erecting a small marquee to put 
the food and drinks in.

Theme
• I suggest that we use the colours of our countries’ flags for the 

theme. The party guests could dress in red, white and blue, 
or green, white and red. This would be an easy theme for 
everyone to follow and would also represent our experience.

Refreshments
• If each student brought a dish, this would provide plenty of food 

for everyone and again keep our costs down. Hiring outside 
catering would be very expensive. We could coordinate carefully 
and make sure we have starters, main courses and desserts. 
We could also request that students bring something to drink, 
and then use the budget to provide plates, glasses and cutlery.

Entertainment
• Because we are able to make it cheaper in other areas, I 

propose we spend most of our budget on entertainment. We 
have had an excellent six-week exchange programme and it 
would be wonderful to be able to provide quality entertainment 
to end it. 

• I suggest we hire a DJ for most of the evening. This will cost 
approximately £400. A group of guys who are in a band have 
offered their services free of charge. I suggest they play for an 
hour at the beginning of the party. 

• It would be nice for students involved in the programme to 
provide some of the entertainment too if possible.

CONCLUSION
Taking all these suggestions into consideration, I strongly  
believe we can organize a brilliant farewell party while still 
keeping costs low.

friend man food

 

READING

1   Work in pairs. What kind of influence do the items 
in the box have on the way we speak? 

culture      personality      native language/foreign language 
 social media      who you are speaking to

2  Read the article quickly. Which languages are 
mentioned and why? 

LISTENING

5   Look at the photos. Discuss what you think the 
people are doing and why you think they are doing it. 
Have you ever done anything like this?

6   Listen to a radio show and write down what the 
figures refer to.

1  6.1 2 26th 3 98.2 4 2.7 5 100

7   Listen again and match the two parts of the 
sentences. Then listen again and check.

1  We’ll also discuss 
2  Then they nominate people to 
3  Over 28 million people have uploaded, commented on  

or liked 
4  What’s probably safe to say is 
5  If someone does the challenge, 

A  undertake the same challenge.
B  awareness has been increased.
C  the criticism the challenge has received.
D  they don’t have to donate.
E  ice-bucket challenge posts.

SPEAKING         

8   Work in groups of four. You’re going to have a 
debate. Choose one of the issues from the list.

Extreme challenges should be banned from being 
posted on social media.

Social media is an important part of fundraising.
The number of likes and friends you have on social 
media is the best measure of success in your life.

The amount of people posting videos of themselves has 
reached saturation point. 

9   Now debate the issue in your group. Follow the 
instructions below.

● Two students are in favour of the issue and two students 
are against it.

● Discuss your ideas in pairs and make notes.
● Debate the issue with the other two members in the 

group.
● Choose another issue and have another debate.

3  Read the article again. Answer the questions.

1 How does Sebastian describe the difference in his 
personality when he is speaking Spanish and English?

2 What does the article say is common with people who 
speak two languages?

3 How is the German language often perceived?
4 What reason does the article give for why Greeks 

interrupt each other when speaking?
5 What does the article say is probably the reason for 

bilingual people’s change in behaviour?

4   Look at the sentences from the text. In your own 
words, explain what the underlined words mean.

1  … many bilinguals claim to have different personalities … .
2  … I’m an affable person … .
3  … most people aren’t symmetrically bilingual.
4  Is there something fundamental to these languages … ?
5  … the Welsh are not known as rude conversationalists.

38
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If  you had grown up speaking a different language,  
 do you think your personality would have been different? 

What about people who are bilingual; does their personality 
change depending on the language they use? Well, it would 
appear that many bilingual people claim to have different 
personalities when speaking different languages.

We got two bilingual people to tell us what they think their 
personality is like when they’re speaking their different 
languages.

Sebastian, bilingual in Spanish and English: When I'm 
around English-speaking people, I find myself more 
reserved and cautious, and unable to choose my words 
quickly enough. In Spanish, I don't feel shy at all. I'm 
witty and I become very outgoing.

Elena, bilingual in Greek and English: In English I’m an 
affable person, my speech is very polite, with a relaxed 
tone. In Greek, I start talking more rapidly, with a tone of 
anxiety and in a kind of forceful way.

What is significant is most people aren’t symmetrically 
bilingual. This means many have learned one language 
at home from parents, and another later in life, usually 
at school. So, bilingual people usually have different 
strengths and weaknesses in their different languages. 

Another reason why a person may feel different in the two 
languages is because there is an important difference 
between bilingualism and biculturalism. What is seen as 
a change in personality could possibly be a change in 
behaviour which is linked to a change in culture.

However, how much does the grammar play a part? A 
stereotypical view of German, for example, is that it’s a 
logical language, and English is seen as more creative. 
Is there something fundamental to a language that 
encourages people to talk in the way they do? If we 
look at Greek, Greeks are loud and often interrupt each 
other. Sentences begin with verbs, which include a lot of 
information, so they already know what others are about 
to say and can easily interrupt. Yet if we look at other 
languages around the world, this does not only occur 
in Greek. Welsh, for example, is also verb-first, but the 
Welsh are not known as rude conversationalists.

It is evident that a change in personality often does occur 
when speaking another language, but why this happens 
is not as clear. It seems to be brought about by a 
combination of different factors: the culture, the grammar 
and whether it's your first or second language. 

VideoVideo Who are you?

FIND OUTFIND OUT
Ask a family member or friend the questions in exercise 5. 
Write a paragraph detailing their response.

BEFORE YOU WATCH 

1   Work in pairs. Describe yourself using one negative 
and two positive adjectives.

2 What do you think is important in defining who a person 
is? Choose some of the things in the box.

family    nationality    age    race    gender    home    
job    money    religion    friends    education

WHILE YOU WATCH 

3  Which five things in the box in exercise 2 did the people 
in the video mention?

4 Match the people with what they talked about.

1 … talked about their education.
2 … said that relationships were most important.
3 … agreed that being a parent was the most important 

thing at the moment.
4 … said their family was the most important thing to them. 
5 … believes everyone has a different personality. 

FOLLOW UP 

5  Work in pairs. Discuss the questions.

1 What are the three most important and least important 
things for you in defining who you are? 

2 What is your nationality and how does it define who you 
are?

I s  t h e r e  a  c o n n e c t i o n ?

Personality
and language

Colin Petra Mike Barbara Brian and Ann
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Exam preparation

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

This section is aimed at teachers who are preparing their 
students for exams from the Cambridge English Language 
Assessment range or from ETS. Each level of the series focuses 
on the most appropriate exams for the level of the book, so 
High Achievers Assessment edition B2+ prepares students 
for the Cambridge Advanced exam and for the TOEFL iBT® 
Test.

The Cambridge Advanced exam and the TOEFL iBT® Test are 
internationally recognized qualifications in English.

Prepare for the TOEFL iBT® Test

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one 
per unit – covering the TOEFL iBT® Test. The content of 
the lessons follows the unit topics, so the lessons feel 
integrated and can be covered at any point during  
a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of the 
papers of the test; there is a balance of tasks from all 
sections of the test throughout the section. There is a 
series of activities carefully designed to give students 
practice in the skills they need to perform the task well, 
and familiarize them with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page 
corresponding to each Student’s Book exams lesson, 
consisting of further practice of the task focused on in 
the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

Prepare for Cambridge Exams

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one per 
unit – covering the Cambridge English Advanced exam. 
The content of the lessons follows the unit topics, so the 
lessons feel integrated and can be covered at any point 
during a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of the papers 
of the exam; there is a balance of tasks from all papers of 
the exam throughout the section. There is a series of activities 
carefully designed to give students practice in the skills 
they need to perform the task well, and familiarize them 
with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page corresponding 
to each Student’s Book exams lesson, consisting of further 
practice of the task focused on in the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

 

Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 2

USE OF ENGLISH           Identifying correct vocabulary

Look again at page 124 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

Example: 0 A provokes B motivates C triggers D stimulates Answer: B

Long distance running

What (0) ……… people to run marathons? That was a question I often used to ask until five years ago, when 
some friends (1) ……... my arm and persuaded me to enter the London Marathon. The (2) ……… of running 
over 42 kilometres filled me with a mixture of dread, excitement and fear. However, I managed to  
(3) ……… with the gruelling training regime during the weeks and months leading up to the race and  
(4) ………. overcame my fears. I surprised everyone, including myself, by (5) ………….. the race in a 
respectable time and without any (6) …….. injury. What I didn’t know at the time was that running that 
marathon would mark the start of a new love affair with long distance running. I now regularly run marathons 
and enjoy the challenge of being taken beyond my comfort (7) …… , into a realm in which I test the  
(8) …………… of both my body and mind. Unless you put yourself in a situation that is new to you, you never 
really know what you are capable of.

1 A twisted B bent C turned D pulled
2  A chance B vision C prospect  D likelihood
3 A turn out B keep up C put in D take off
4 A moderately B evenly C fairly D gradually
5 A fulfilling B completing C terminating D concluding
6 A major B important C vital D key
7 A area B sphere C zone D place
8 A edges B borders C restrictions D limits

For questions 1–8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. 
There is an example at the beginning (0).

124
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit

Example: 0 A launched B embarked C originated D activated  Answer: A

El Sistema – transforming lives through music

In 1975, the Venezuelan economist, composer and conductor Dr Jose Antonio Abreu (0) .......... a music 
program called El Sistema. The aim was to (1) .......... out to children from disadvantaged backgrounds by 
introducing them to, and teaching them to play, classical music within an orchestra. Thirty-five years on,  
El Sistema has seeded 102 youth orchestras, including the (2) .......... acclaimed Simon Bolivar Youth 
Orchestra of Venezuela, which regularly performs around the world. 

From the (3) .......... , Dr Abreu’s mission was to transform lives through music. It is his view that musical 
training helps to (4) .......... the disadvantages of poverty and inequality, by developing intellectual potential, 
and by (5) .......... self-confidence and teamwork. An additional benefit is that the children become a  
(6) .......... of great pride in their wider community.

It is not El Sistema’s (7) .......... mission to create professional musicians, but several El Sistema students 
have (8) .......... on to enjoy major international careers, including Gustavo Dudamel, music director of the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic, and the bassist Edicson Ruiz, who at 17 became the youngest musician ever to join  
the Berlin Philharmonic.

1 A  extend B reach C stretch D connect
2 A greatly B largely  C extremely  D highly 
3 A onset B opening C outset D origin 
4 A overcome B overtake C overlook D oversee
5 A cultivating B planting C breeding D harvesting 
6 A cause B source C root D reason 
7 A asserted B declared C announced D stated
8 A passed B got C gone D kept

For questions 1–8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap.
There is an example at the beginning (0).

2

USE OF ENGLISH            

Identifying correct vocabulary

ABOUT THE EXAM
In this part of the test, you read a short text with eight gaps. 
You choose from four options to complete each gap. The 
gaps test your knowledge of vocabulary and collocation.

1 Look at the title of the text. Do you know anything about 
El Sistema? Read the text once to check your ideas. 

2 Read the text again and, without looking at the options, 
think about what word could fit in each gap.

NOW YOUR TURN

3 Read the Tip. Then do the Task. 

Read the text through before looking at the word 
options to get a good idea of the topic. Think 
about the kind of word that is needed for each 
gap, then study the options. The options will all 
form a set and may be close in meaning, so think 
carefully before choosing an answer. Sometimes 
knowledge of grammar will be involved in 
making the choice, such as deciding which word 
is always followed by a gerund or infinitive.

TIP

4  In pairs, compare your answers. Which questions 
tested your knowledge of 

● shades of meaning between similar words?
● phrasal verbs?
● collocation?
● words that fit with a certain preposition? 

TASK

124
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2
1

3

 Key information about 
the task focused on in 
this lesson

1

 An exam-style activity at the 
end of each lesson. Students 
attempt this once they have 
learnt about and prepared 
for the task. They could do 
this under exam conditions. 

3

 Key information about the 
task focused on in this lesson

1
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EXAM PREPARATION

 Help and advice to allow 
students to maximize their 
performance

2

Prepare for the TOEFL iBT® Test

● There are nine lessons in the Student’s Book – one 
per unit – covering the TOEFL iBT® Test. The content of 
the lessons follows the unit topics, so the lessons feel 
integrated and can be covered at any point during  
a unit. 

● Each lesson focuses on a particular task from one of the 
papers of the test; there is a balance of tasks from all 
sections of the test throughout the section. There is a 
series of activities carefully designed to give students 
practice in the skills they need to perform the task well, 
and familiarize them with the format of the task.

● The language level required to complete the activities is 
the level of the corresponding Student’s Book unit.

● The Workbook contains a complete page 
corresponding to each Student’s Book exams lesson, 
consisting of further practice of the task focused on in 
the Student’s Book. 

● There is accompanying audio for Listening tasks.

Prepare for the TOEFL iBT® Test Unit 2

INTEGRATED SPEAKING           Campus situation

Look again at page 125 of your Student’s Book. Read About the test and the Tip. Then do the task below.

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

1 36   Listen to two students discussing possible solutions to the problem. Take notes. 

2 The students discuss two possible solutions to the man’s problem. Describe the problem. Then state which of 
the two solutions you prefer and explain why.

Preparation Time: 20 seconds
Response Time: 60 seconds

Write your notes and your response below.

125
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Prepare for the TOEFL iBT® Test Unit 2

INTEGRATED  SPEAKING

Campus situation

1  Read About the test and the Tip. Then listen to a 
conversation and complete the notes.

Notes:
S’s roommate – Portuguese – very little (1) ... S can’t (2) ...
•	Change rooms 

− S would feel (3) ... 
− Roommate must be (4) ... 

•	Borrow (5) ... 
− You can both (6) ... to the phrases you want to say. 
− What (7) ... doesn’t always appear.

2  Listen to and read the question and sample response. 
Find and correct five factual mistakes in the response.

Briefly summarize the problem the speakers are discussing. 
Then state which solution you would recommend. Explain 
the reasons for your recommendation. 

The woman, Stacey, went to study in Germany and is 
sharing a room with another student, who is from Poland. 
Her problem is that the roommate speaks very little English 
and can only understand what John says. This means that 
Stacey can’t chat with her when they’re both in the room 
in the evening. One solution to the problem would be to 
change rooms. John thinks that there aren’t any rooms 
available. However, Stacey says that she would feel very 
guilty and sympathizes with her roommate, who must 
feel very happy. Another solution mentioned is to borrow 
a phrase book from the library. The two girls could then 
find phrases they’d like to say and point to them. However, 
this solution isn’t without problems also. Phrase books 
are useless even though they include most topics. In my 
opinion, she should stay in the room with the student 
and use a mixture of different ways to communicate 
together in German, Portuguese, and English. Along with 
the phrase book, you could also borrow a dictionary and 
begin to write additional phrases for each other to keep a 
record of useful sentences you do need to say. You could 
also post a message looking for people who speak both 
Portuguese and English. Someone may be able to help you 
communicate more freely together, he or she would help 
your roommate improve her English, and could even help 
you learn some Portuguese.

ABOUT THE TEST
In the Speaking section, you will listen to part of a 
conversation or lecture. You may take notes as you listen. 
Then you will be asked a question about what you have 
heard. You will have 20 seconds to prepare your answer and 
60 seconds to answer the question. You may use your notes 
as you speak.

The campus situation is mainly about a problem 
one of the speakers is having. The question will 
ask you to identify the problem, to summarize the 
possible solutions the speakers discuss, and to 
make a recommendation. As you listen, always try 
to identify the problem and two possible solutions. 

TIP

3  In pairs, check your answers to exercise 2. 
Then, look again at the sample response and answer 
questions 1–4.

1 How does the response begin?
2 Which phrases are used to introduce the two solutions 

and the speaker’s opinion? 
3 What kind of information follows each solution? 
4 How does the response end? 

NOW YOUR TURN

4  Do the Task.

TASK

Listen to two students discussing possible 
solutions to a problem. Take notes. 

The students discuss two possible solutions to 
the women’s problem. Describe the problem. Then 
state which of the two solutions you prefer and 
explain why.

Preparation Time:  20 seconds

Response Time:  60 seconds 

125
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 2

USE OF ENGLISH           Identifying correct vocabulary

Look again at page 124 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

Example: 0 A provokes B motivates C triggers D stimulates Answer: B

Long distance running

What (0) ……… people to run marathons? That was a question I often used to ask until five years ago, when 
some friends (1) ……... my arm and persuaded me to enter the London Marathon. The (2) ……… of running 
over 42 kilometres filled me with a mixture of dread, excitement and fear. However, I managed to  
(3) ……… with the gruelling training regime during the weeks and months leading up to the race and  
(4) ………. overcame my fears. I surprised everyone, including myself, by (5) ………….. the race in a 
respectable time and without any (6) …….. injury. What I didn’t know at the time was that running that 
marathon would mark the start of a new love affair with long distance running. I now regularly run marathons 
and enjoy the challenge of being taken beyond my comfort (7) …… , into a realm in which I test the  
(8) …………… of both my body and mind. Unless you put yourself in a situation that is new to you, you never 
really know what you are capable of.

1 A twisted B bent C turned D pulled
2  A chance B vision C prospect  D likelihood
3 A turn out B keep up C put in D take off
4 A moderately B evenly C fairly D gradually
5 A fulfilling B completing C terminating D concluding
6 A major B important C vital D key
7 A area B sphere C zone D place
8 A edges B borders C restrictions D limits

For questions 1–8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. 
There is an example at the beginning (0).

124
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1

3

 Key information about the 
task focused on in this lesson

1

 An exam-style activity at the 
end of each lesson. Students 
attempt this once they have 
learnt about and prepared 
for the task. They could do 
this under exam conditions.

3

2
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10

Workbook 
The Workbook provides practice of all the Student’s Book material for students to do 
at home or in class. Every lesson in the Student’s Book has a corresponding page of 
Workbook practice, on the same page number, for easy reference. 

End-of-Unit Reviews

● Students revise grammar and vocabulary from each unit 
through a fun crossword and an error correction exercise. 

● This page also contains I CAN statements which assess 
students’ progress through the Common European 
Framework.

Writing Reference

● The Writing Reference contains all the model texts from 
the Student’s Book Writing lessons, with a number of key 
aspects of the text highlighted and explained, for students 
to refer to as they write their own texts. 

Starter lessons

● The grammar and vocabulary 
from each Starter lesson are 
consolidated in the Workbook 
Starter pages. 

Units 1–9

● Every language and skills 
area from the Student’s Book 
including the exams sections, 
has a corresponding Workbook 
page, which gives further 
practice of the language or skill 
in question. 

● Student’s audio is provided 
for Listening and Interaction 
lessons, for students to continue 
developing the listening skill 
at home. Students access the audio 
material to listen or download on  
the website. 

● Each unit contains a Webquest, 
where students can find out 
more about topics featured in the 
Student’s Book units online.

Three-Unit Reviews

● The grammar and vocabulary 
from the previous three units is 
pulled together in a number of 
activities that provide intensive 
language revision.

Video

● Students watch the same video 
featured in the Student’s Book 
Video section, but this time the 
focus is on the language used by 
the people in the video. 

 Word Zone Extra: 
Consolidation and 
extension of Word 
Zone in the 
Student’s Book

1  Want To Know More?:  
A vocabulary extension 
section with a new set 
of vocabulary, related to 
the Student’s Book set, 
appearing twice per unit 

2

2
VOCABULARY         Blend words

6 Match one word from each box to create blend words.

breath     emotion     
fourteen     picture     work

alcoholic     analyse     
element     icon     night

1   4  
2   5  

3   

7 Complete the gaps with the blend words in the box.

brunch     electrocution     sitcoms     smog

The Simpsons is one of 
the 10 most successful 
  of 
all time. 

1

City suffering from worst 
  in 28 years

3

Be very careful. Risk of 
  .

2

orange or grapefruit juice

tea / coffee

hot chocolate

Buffet includes:
eggs, cold meats, smoked salmon and fresh prawns, 
cheeses, salads, bread, fresh fruit, yoghurt and pancakes

Sunday   menu
4

CONNECTIONS

8 Try to guess which two words have been put together to 
make these blend words.

1 mocktail     
2 docudrama     
3 webisode     
4 agritourism     
5 fanzine     
6 carjack     

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Borrowed / loan words

10 Read the article and try to guess the meaning of the 
words in bold.

The English language has been ‘borrowing’ words for 
centuries. English speakers are not well known for being au 
fait with foreign languages, but they frequently use words 
taken from all over the world. For example, au fait is a word 
borrowed from French, and there are many more:
1 This film is giving me déjà vu. It’s like every other 

rom-com I’ve seen before!
2 I made a silly joke about his girlfriend’s family, then 

realized I’d made a serious faux pas.
3 These days, the poor are becoming poorer and no one 

questions how the nouveau riche made their fortunes.
4 She’s rather dramatic, throwing tantrums like a  

prima donna and making unreasonable demands.

11 Match the words in bold in exercise 10 with the definitions.

1 Someone who demands to be treated in a special way 
and is difficult to please  

2 Having detailed knowledge of something  
3 People who have recently acquired wealth and are 

perceived as lacking good taste  
4 The strange feeling that in some way you have already 

experienced what is happening now  
5 An embarrassing act or remark in a social situation 

 

12 Which languages do you think the words come from?

 

9 Correct the mistakes in the idioms in the conversations.

1 ‘I’m really fond of Hannah, but she does talk an awful lot.’ 
 ‘I know. It’s impossible to get a word in sideways!’
  

2 ‘I think Marcia should host the party, don’t you?’
 ‘Oh definitely. She’s the one with the gift of the words.’
  

3 ‘I really wanted to tell him exactly what I thought of him.’
 ‘Did you do it? Or did you stop your tongue?’
  

4 ‘What did the teacher ask us to do?’
 ‘I’ve no idea. I was listening, but she was talking double Danish!’
  

Language and  
communication I  D  I  O  M  S

19
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Mother tongue2

1 Answer the questions.

1 Where do you think new words come from?
  
2 What new words do you know in your language?
  

2 Read the article and check your ideas from exercise 1.

3 Read the article again and complete the gaps 1–7 with 
the words in the box.

app (from application)     BTW (by the way)     geek chic     to google     
to unfriend     virus     webinar (from web and seminar)

4 Read the article again and answer the questions.

1 What makes a new word remain in the English language?
  
2 Where do the majority of new words come from?
  
3 How are completely new words usually derived?
  
4 What has caused a huge increase in the use of acronyms 

and abbreviations?
  

New words 

5 Match words from the text with the 
definitions.

bittersweet     Frankenfood     semi-celebrity     
staycation     touchdown

1 mixing happiness with sadness
2 a holiday at or near your home
3 genetically-modified food
4 when a plane or other airborne vehicle 

lands on the ground
5 someone who is not very famous, but is 

recognized by some people

WORD
ZONE

EX
TR

AWhere do new words come from?
Language is a dynamic phenomenon and although English has a core of words 
which have remained consistent over centuries, there are thousands of new words 
which enter and leave the language all the time. Some words are tied to concepts 
which fade in significance, so we stop using them. Others stay the course, usually 
because they represent permanent features of society. Most are old words in 
different forms or with fresh functions. Here are some of the most common types of 
word formation.

Completely new words
There are few completely new words in English. They are often based on proper 
nouns. For example, sandwich, which comes from the 18th century Earl of 
Sandwich, who devised a convenient way of eating bread and meat. Brand names 
also form new words such as hoover, to facebook and 1   .

Compounding
A compound is a word made up of two or more independent words. Some 
examples include touchdown, bittersweet and 2   .

Blending
A blend word is formed by merging the sounds and meanings of two or more 
words, such as Frankenfood, (Frankenstein and food) pixel (picture and element), 
staycation (stay and vacation) and 3   .

Acronyms and abbreviations
There has been an explosion of these short forms due to the influence of chat 
rooms and forums, instant messaging and e-mail. For instance, informal acronyms 
such as LOL (laugh out loud), FYI (for your information), BRB (be right back) and  
4   .

Affixation
Over half the words in the English language have been formed by adding prefixes 
and suffixes. Examples of this include semi-celebrity, facebookable and  
5   .

Clipping
Clippings are shortened forms of words, e.g. zoo (from zoological garden), flu 
(from influenza) and 6   . These words often originate in 
specific professions or environments, for example, in medicine, education or 
the armed forces. Over time, they pass into common usage.

Conversion
The use of technology means that new meanings for older words such as 
mouse, surf the web and 7   are now part of everyday 
English. The grammatical function of words also changes, such as turning 
nouns into verbs e.g. to accessorize, to party. 

Of course, for these new words to survive, they have to be used. Because of 
the internet, English vocabulary now expands at a much faster rate than ever 
before, with new words appearing and disappearing every day. In one hundred 
years’ time, will we still be googling for information, using a mouse to surf the 
web or LOLing at comments on social media pages? That remains to be seen.

New words

18

FOCUS
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7 Choose the correct words to complete the text.

New Vision Enterprises Limited (NVE) is looking to appoint 
someone to the position of Marketing Executive. NVE 
is widely 1  to be the most successful 
small business in the UK plastics industry, and as a result 
2  this success, it is now expanding its 
operation across Europe 3  it can benefit 
from new international opportunities. 4  
to the fact that the plastics industry is so competitive, a 
Marketing Executive in this sector must be a go-getter – 
someone who insists 5  getting the best 
out of themselves and others at all times. This is not a role 
for a solitary worker – 6  we value most is 
a willingness to sacrifice personal glory for the benefit of 
the company, because if our employees 7  
only about themselves in the last few years, the company 
wouldn’t be in such a strong position today. Quite simply, 
we believe that if you wish to 8  your 
employees to work effectively as a team, it is essential 
that they know they have the support of their colleagues 
at all times. 9  you perform at interview 
will determine the salary we are willing to offer you, and 
we promise 10  you every opportunity to 
maximise your potential.

1 A believed B told C appeared
2 A to B from C of
3 A in order B so as to C so that
4 A Because B Order C Due
5 A in B on C of 
6 A how B what C who
7 A thought B had thought C would have thought
8 A have B make C get
9 A What B So that C How

10 A to give B give C giving

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1  Who are you? Write three sentences to answer this 
question.

  

  

  

NOW WATCH  

2  Put the words in the correct order to make questions 
that Tom asks.

1  describe / you / would / How / personality? / your
  

2  changed / you / who / How / are? / it / has
  

3  thing / most / to / important / you? / What’s / the
  

4  studying? / What / you / are
  

5  nationality / who / Is / you / important / your / are? / to
  

3  Match the questions (1–5) in exercise 2 to the person 
Tom asked them to.

     

FOLLOW UP        

4 Write your own answers to the questions in exercise 2.

1   
2   
3   
4   
5  

Who are you? VideoVideo

39
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Review Units 1–3

1 Circle the incorrect option in each sentence.

1 Sally tries to avoid big groups of people because she’s 
very reserved / really gregarious / quite withdrawn.

2 Connors Ltd has expanded a lot this year and they are 
planning to open new offices next year – obviously the 
market is in decline / the business must be thriving / 
the company is flourishing.

3 I watched a really interesting docudrama / mocktail / 
sitcom online last night. 

4 Please don’t invite Gloria to the party! I can’t stand her – 
she’s such a prima donna / a real busybody / a faux pas.

5 The possibility of winning the competition has really 
spurred us on / was a great incentive to try harder / 
brought the house down.

2 Complete the sentences using the words from the box.

bottom     bush     crowd     feet     rags     storm     word

1 She started with nothing, but through a lot of hard work 
she’s now got the world at her   . It’s a 
real   to riches story.

2 Jon has never been someone to beat around the 
  . He’s very direct and never worries 
what people might think.

3 Wow! Sandra never stops talking, does she? I was 
with her for nearly an hour and I could hardly get a 
  in edgeways.

4 When the economic crisis started five years ago, the 
  fell out of the market and the company 
had a lot of problems. However, they managed to 
weather the   and now they’re really 
profitable.

5 Andy hates copying others – he’d rather do his own thing 
than follow the   . 

3 Unscramble the letters to complete the words that 
match the definitions.

1 determination to continue w  lrweiwlop 
2 a person who talks a lot c  etabcthxor
3 without limits on how   

you behave u  dthnibiiuen
4 a mid-morning meal b  urhbnc
5 two weeks f  thfogtnir 
6 the state of being alone s  sliuedot
7 extra compensation for  f   gfneir 

work, in addition to a salary b   stibefen
8 a very energetic and  

dynamic person  l  rvlieiew

4 Match the sentence halves 1–6 with A–F.

1 This carpet is so dirty …
2 If you’d listened carefully to my instructions, …
3 The police have warned people …
4 If the weather had been nicer …
5 Remember to get your hair cut …
6 I only decided to go with them because …

A … we would probably have gone out for a walk.
B … that I really think we should get it cleaned.
C … they encouraged me to go.
D … you’d know what you are supposed to do.
E … before your interview next week.
F … to avoid the area for the rest of the day if possible.

5 Complete the sentences with an appropriate form of 
one of the verbs from the box.

accuse     apologize     encourage     insist     promise     warn

1 A 24 year-old man has been   of 
attempted robbery.

2 Although you didn’t do it intentionally, I still think you 
should   for upsetting her.

3 I can’t believe you told Kevin even though you 
  not to tell anyone!

4 The teacher   you not to cheat in the 
exam, so you only have yourself to blame.

5 We’ve been   Lily to take dance lessons 
because she seems to have a natural talent for it.

6 Johnny was really ill but he still   on 
coming with us to the party.

6 Rewrite the sentences so that they mean the same. Use 
up to five words, including the word in brackets.

1 My aunt wouldn’t let me leave until she had showed me 
her new dress. (insist)
My aunt   
her new dress before she let me leave.

2 The enormous kitchen was definitely the thing I liked 
best about the house. (what)
  was 
definitely the enormous kitchen.

3 Why didn’t you tell me you were going to Adam’s party?  
I would have given you a lift. (known)
  you were 
going to Adam’s party, I would have given you a lift.

4 I’m not at all interested in what Antonia thinks. (doesn’t)
  me at all.

38
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11

WORKBOOK

End-of-Unit Reviews

● Students revise grammar and vocabulary from each unit 
through a fun crossword and an error correction exercise. 

● This page also contains I CAN statements which assess 
students’ progress through the Common European 
Framework.

Review Unit 2

Across
1  …  is an informal word for a boy or young man.
3  The TV series Friends was one of the most popular … of all times.
4  I almost said something awful to my sister last night, but I … my 

tongue and kept quiet.
6  When the police … him, they found that he was way over the legal 

drink driving limit.
8  She can be a real prima … at times; very temperamental and difficult 

to please.
9  People with empathy find it easy to put themselves in someone 

else’s … .

Down
2  Many voters have become … towards politics because they don’t 

believe their vote can make a difference.
3  We can’t afford to go away on holiday, so we’re having a … this year.
5  I have a good memory, so I find it easy to … facts and figures.
6  … is an informal word for a man.
7  I can’t understand this instruction manual. It’s all … Dutch to me!

CROSSWORD

Reading
  I can understand a questionnaire and a text about the 
English language.

  I can understand an article about emoticons.

Vocabulary
  I can understand and use blend words.
  I can use idioms to talk about language and communication.

Grammar
  I can use a range of verbs and structures to distance myself 
from the facts and opinions stated.

  I can form and use cleft sentences with It, What, The Thing 
that to emphasize certain information.

Listening
  I can understand a radio interview about bilingualism.

Interaction
  I can understand a foreign student dealing with 
communication problems and asking for clarification.

  I can effectively deal with communication problems, clarify 
and ask for clarification.

Challenge
  I can give a presentation about saving a language that is 
under threat.

Writing
  I can use formal register.
  I can write a proposal.

1 He could sell ice to Eskimos; he really has the gift of the 
gap!
 

2  It seem that his problem is a serious lack of concentration.
 

3  Stop tapping your fingers! You know it really winds me on.
 

4  What I love about that film it is the soundtrack .
 

5  My uncle spends all his time in his office because he’s a 
real workalcolic.
 

6  It considers that Russian is more difficult to learn than 
German.
 

7  Can we do something else? I’m disinterested with 
computer games.
 

8  It is thought that texting has contributed to dumbing over 
written communication.
 

1 2

3 

4

5

6 7

8

9

ERROR CORRECTIONI CAN ...

105
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Prepare for Cambridge Exams Unit 2

USE OF ENGLISH           Identifying correct vocabulary

Look again at page 124 of your Student’s Book. Read About the exam and the Tip. Then do the task below.

Example: 0 A provokes B motivates C triggers D stimulates Answer: B

Long distance running

What (0) ……… people to run marathons? That was a question I often used to ask until five years ago, when 
some friends (1) ……... my arm and persuaded me to enter the London Marathon. The (2) ……… of running 
over 42 kilometres filled me with a mixture of dread, excitement and fear. However, I managed to  
(3) ……… with the gruelling training regime during the weeks and months leading up to the race and  
(4) ………. overcame my fears. I surprised everyone, including myself, by (5) ………….. the race in a 
respectable time and without any (6) …….. injury. What I didn’t know at the time was that running that 
marathon would mark the start of a new love affair with long distance running. I now regularly run marathons 
and enjoy the challenge of being taken beyond my comfort (7) …… , into a realm in which I test the  
(8) …………… of both my body and mind. Unless you put yourself in a situation that is new to you, you never 
really know what you are capable of.

1 A twisted B bent C turned D pulled
2  A chance B vision C prospect  D likelihood
3 A turn out B keep up C put in D take off
4 A moderately B evenly C fairly D gradually
5 A fulfilling B completing C terminating D concluding
6 A major B important C vital D key
7 A area B sphere C zone D place
8 A edges B borders C restrictions D limits

For questions 1–8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. 
There is an example at the beginning (0).

124
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Writing Reference Unit 2

IntroductIon
As requested, I am submitting the following proposal on ideas for 
a farewell party for students on the Year 11 language exchange 
programme.

Ideas
date and Venue
•	 The	exchange	students	return	to	Italy	on	Sunday	16	July.	
Therefore,	I	propose	that	we	hold	the	party	on	13	or	14	July.	
This	will	ensure	that	the	celebration	takes	place	at	the	end	of	
their	visit,	but	leaves	time	to	pack	and	also	fit	in	another	trip	or	
activity before they leave. 

•	 I	strongly	recommend	using	our	school’s	facilities	rather	than	
hiring an outside venue to minimize costs. We could use the 
school	gym.	This	would	give	us	loads	of	space	and	also	allow	
us to use the outdoor area if the weather is good. We could 
spend some of our budget on erecting a small marquee to put 
food	and	drink	in.

theme
•	 I	suggest	that	we	use	the	colours	of	our	countries’	flags	for	the	

theme.	The	party	guests	could	dress	in	red,	white	and	blue,	
or	green,	white	and	red.	This	would	be	an	easy	theme	for	
everyone to follow and would also represent our experience.

refreshments
•	 If each student brought a dish, this would provide plenty of food 

for	everyone	and	again	keep	our	costs	down.  Hiring outside 
catering would be very expensive. We could coordinate carefully 
and	make	sure	we	have	starters,	main	courses	and	desserts.	
We	could	also	request	that	students	bring	something	to	drink,	
and then use the budget to provide plates, glasses and cutlery.

entertainment
•	 Because	we	are	able	to	make	it	cheaper	in	other	areas,	I	

propose we spend most of our budget on entertainment. We 
have	had	an	excellent	six-week	exchange	programme	and	it	
would be wonderful to be able to provide quality entertainment 
to end it.  

•	 I	suggest	we	hire	a	DJ	for	most	of	the	evening.	This	will	cost	
approximately £400. A group of guys who are in a band have 
offered their services free of charge. I suggest they play for an 
hour at the beginning of the party. 

•	 It would be nice for students involved in the programme to 
provide some of the entertainment too, if possible.

conclusIon
Taking	all	these	suggestions	into	consideration,	 I strongly believe 
we	can	organize	a	memorable	farewell	party	while	still	keeping	
costs low.

A proposal

Explain how much what you are 
proposing will cost.

Divide your proposal into sections.

 Make it clear what your proposal 
refers to.

 Clearly state your suggestions 
and explain your reasons.

 Where appropriate, include 
additional suggestions.

Describe your ideas clearly and 
concisely, using bullet points.

Use more than one bullet point per 
section, if you need to.

Tips for writing English
We use a variety of different structures to give 
suggestions and recommendations, e.g.

I strongly recommend using our school’s facilities.
I suggest that we use the colours of our countries’ flags for 
the theme.
I propose we spend most of our budget on entertainment.

We use a variety of different structures to explain 
the likely benefits of our recommendations, e.g.

This will ensure that the celebration takes place at the end 
of their visit.
… this would provide plenty of food for everyone and again 
keep our costs down.

 Clearly state the benefits of 
adopting your suggestions.

 Include a short summary and 
state the likely results of your 
proposal.

114
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Vocabulary Bank

140

Starter

architect 

author 

challenge 

competitor 

cook 

economist

employee

employer

exhaustion 

experience

goal 

journey 

jungle 

lawyer 

navigated

pianist 

trainer 

vendor 

writer

UNIT 1

actually 

booming 

currently 

disappointing 

flourishing

hanging on 

in decline 

in demand 

ineffective 

momentarily 

presently

profitable

slipping 

struggling 

thriving 

triumphant

UNIT 2

affluenza 

apathetic 

banoffee pie 

bored 

breathalyze 

brunch 

chugger

de/unfriend 

disinterested 

electrocute 

emoticon

fortnight 

Frankenfood 

indifferent

intercom 

labradoodle 

lol 

me time 

motel 

pixel 

selfie

sitcom 

smog 

spork

street food

workaholic

UNIT 3

affability 

affable 

avert 

avoid 

cautious 

cautiousness 

communicative

communicativeness

demonstrative 

demonstrativeness 

effusive 

effusiveness 

escape 

evade

generosity

generous 

gregarious

gregariousness 

introspection 

introspective 

modest 

modesty 

outgoing 

reserve

reserved 

restrained

restraint 
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Writing Reference

● The Writing Reference contains all the model texts from 
the Student’s Book Writing lessons, with a number of key 
aspects of the text highlighted and explained, for students 
to refer to as they write their own texts. 

Exams

● The Exams sections help your students to prepare for 
Cambridge  or TOEFL exams.

● Each Exams lesson in the Student’s Book has a 
corresponding page in the Workbook.

● Each page 
gives further 
practice of 
the exams 
tasks 
and skills 
developed in 
the Student’s 
Book unit.

Vocabulary Bank

● The Vocabulary Bank is a convenient unit-by-unit reference 
with all the key items from the Vocabulary sections in the 
main Student’s Book units. 

2
VOCABULARY         Blend words

6 Match one word from each box to create blend words.

breath     emotion     
fourteen     picture     work

alcoholic     analyse     
element     icon     night

1   4  
2   5  

3   

7 Complete the gaps with the blend words in the box.

brunch     electrocution     sitcoms     smog

The Simpsons is one of 
the 10 most successful 
  of 
all time. 

1

City suffering from worst 
  in 28 years

3

Be very careful. Risk of 
  .

2

orange or grapefruit juice

tea / coffee

hot chocolate

Buffet includes:
eggs, cold meats, smoked salmon and fresh prawns, 
cheeses, salads, bread, fresh fruit, yoghurt and pancakes

Sunday   menu
4

CONNECTIONS

8 Try to guess which two words have been put together to 
make these blend words.

1 mocktail     
2 docudrama     
3 webisode     
4 agritourism     
5 fanzine     
6 carjack     

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
Borrowed / loan words

10 Read the article and try to guess the meaning of the 
words in bold.

The English language has been ‘borrowing’ words for 
centuries. English speakers are not well known for being au 
fait with foreign languages, but they frequently use words 
taken from all over the world. For example, au fait is a word 
borrowed from French, and there are many more:
1 This film is giving me déjà vu. It’s like every other 

rom-com I’ve seen before!
2 I made a silly joke about his girlfriend’s family, then 

realized I’d made a serious faux pas.
3 These days, the poor are becoming poorer and no one 

questions how the nouveau riche made their fortunes.
4 She’s rather dramatic, throwing tantrums like a  

prima donna and making unreasonable demands.

11 Match the words in bold in exercise 10 with the definitions.

1 Someone who demands to be treated in a special way 
and is difficult to please  

2 Having detailed knowledge of something  
3 People who have recently acquired wealth and are 

perceived as lacking good taste  
4 The strange feeling that in some way you have already 

experienced what is happening now  
5 An embarrassing act or remark in a social situation 

 

12 Which languages do you think the words come from?

 

9 Correct the mistakes in the idioms in the conversations.

1 ‘I’m really fond of Hannah, but she does talk an awful lot.’ 
 ‘I know. It’s impossible to get a word in sideways!’
  

2 ‘I think Marcia should host the party, don’t you?’
 ‘Oh definitely. She’s the one with the gift of the words.’
  

3 ‘I really wanted to tell him exactly what I thought of him.’
 ‘Did you do it? Or did you stop your tongue?’
  

4 ‘What did the teacher ask us to do?’
 ‘I’ve no idea. I was listening, but she was talking double Danish!’
  

Language and  
communication I  D  I  O  M  S
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7 Choose the correct words to complete the text.

New Vision Enterprises Limited (NVE) is looking to appoint 
someone to the position of Marketing Executive. NVE 
is widely 1  to be the most successful 
small business in the UK plastics industry, and as a result 
2  this success, it is now expanding its 
operation across Europe 3  it can benefit 
from new international opportunities. 4  
to the fact that the plastics industry is so competitive, a 
Marketing Executive in this sector must be a go-getter – 
someone who insists 5  getting the best 
out of themselves and others at all times. This is not a role 
for a solitary worker – 6  we value most is 
a willingness to sacrifice personal glory for the benefit of 
the company, because if our employees 7  
only about themselves in the last few years, the company 
wouldn’t be in such a strong position today. Quite simply, 
we believe that if you wish to 8  your 
employees to work effectively as a team, it is essential 
that they know they have the support of their colleagues 
at all times. 9  you perform at interview 
will determine the salary we are willing to offer you, and 
we promise 10  you every opportunity to 
maximise your potential.

1 A believed B told C appeared
2 A to B from C of
3 A in order B so as to C so that
4 A Because B Order C Due
5 A in B on C of 
6 A how B what C who
7 A thought B had thought C would have thought
8 A have B make C get
9 A What B So that C How

10 A to give B give C giving

BEFORE YOU WATCH        

1  Who are you? Write three sentences to answer this 
question.

  

  

  

NOW WATCH  

2  Put the words in the correct order to make questions 
that Tom asks.

1  describe / you / would / How / personality? / your
  

2  changed / you / who / How / are? / it / has
  

3  thing / most / to / important / you? / What’s / the
  

4  studying? / What / you / are
  

5  nationality / who / Is / you / important / your / are? / to
  

3  Match the questions (1–5) in exercise 2 to the person 
Tom asked them to.

     

FOLLOW UP        

4 Write your own answers to the questions in exercise 2.

1   
2   
3   
4   
5  

Who are you? VideoVideo
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Unit 1 GRAmmAR

GRAMMAR OPTIONS
● The grammar box gives a summary of the grammar areas that 

students will practise on this page.
● The grammar is presented in a complete grammar reference 

on page 113.
●  Visual grammar presentation.

Warmer
Divide the class into three groups. Write a sentence containing 
errors of punctuation, spelling and / or grammar. Ask group A 
to make the necessary changes for thirty seconds. Give them a 
point for each accurate correction. Then allow students from 
groups B and C to point out any missed or incorrect changes. 
They receive two points for each correct answer. Continue with 
a new sentence and allocate this to group B, and so on. Possible 
sentences are:
don’t I think we should to have to pay this meel (I don’t think we 
should have to pay for this meal.)
she said me that you gave to me a wrong informations. (She said / 
told me you gave me some / the wrong information.)

1 Have students read the verbs in the grammar box and focus on the 
different structures used with each. Point out that more than one 
answer may be possible. 

Answers

1 advised / insisted / recommended
2 explained
3 admitted
4 denied
5 pointed out
6 warned
7 insisted / promised 

2 Elicit that the tenses used in the story are the past continuous, past 
simple and past perfect. Remind them that the past perfect is used 
to refer to an earlier past. 

Answers Students’ own answers

Teaching tip
Before doing exercise 3, you could practise the formation of the 
gerund by saying an infinitive and nominating a student to say 
and spell the gerund form. Go around the class until everyone 
has participated.

3 Tell students to first look at the verbs and decide which ones need a 
preposition. Point out that the verb warn is generally followed by a 
negative form.

Answers

1 stealing 2 to eating 3 on paying 4 to buy 5 for swearing
6 not to take 

4 Refer students to the example and check that they understand how 
to form the perfect -ing form. Model with one or two different verbs, 
if necessary. Point out that the meaning of deny stealing and deny 
having stolen is the same.

Answers

2 Why did he admit to having eaten the last piece of birthday cake? 
3 Why do you think he has insisted on paying for the concert tickets?
5 Why did the footballer apologize for having sworn at the referee?

5 Focus on item 2 and mention that pervert the course of justice refers 
to the crime of not giving the police information about someone 
who has committed a criminal offence.

Answers

2 The police officer threatened to arrest the man for perverting the 
course of justice if he didn’t tell him where his brother was.

3 The woman in the computer shop advised / explained that she 
couldn’t fix the computer now, but she would be able to do it 
tomorrow.

4 The porter offered to help the singer carry her suitcase to the station.
5 The woman accused the boy of throwing a stone at her car.

6 Monitor and make sure that all the sentences have been chosen, to 
avoid the potential for repetitive dialogues.

Answers Students’ own answers

Extra activity
For additional practice, put students into pairs or small groups. 
Get them to write five sentences in direct speech which convey 
advice, agreement, an apology, denial, etc. Invite a student to 
read out the sentence, then have a student from another group 
report what was said using a reporting verb. You could award 
points for each correct answer.

Continuous assessment
Teacher’s Resource Book 
Grammar Support Worksheet: page 36, exercises 1 and 2
Grammar Consolidation Worksheet: page 37, exercises 1 and 2
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1
GRAMMAR Reporting verbs 

1  

2  

3  

4  

How can she deny having stolen the jewellery?

5  

My father advised me not to buy that car.

6  

● 

● 
● 
● 

You threw a stone at my car!

I didn’t! It was someone else.

He accused her of throwing a stone at his car. But she insisted it 
wasn’t her and told him it had been someone else.

FAST FINISHERS 

admit     advise     agree     apologize     deny     explain     
insist     point out     promise     recommend     threaten     
warn  

They pointed out that I owned 100% of the company. 

She offered to help me with my English project.

I denied speaking to her. 

The waiter accused me of trying to steal a spoon.

He admitted having seen the questions before the exam. 

R
ep

o
rt

in
g 

ve
rb

s

2

5

Grammar reference page 113
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This Teacher’s Book is a complete resource for planning your lessons and teaching your classes. It contains: The Teacher’s Resource Book contains photocopiable worksheets to supplement  
the material in each Student’s Book unit and support students’ learning. 

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains the following sections:

Full audio is available to download on the website. It is organised in the following way: 

● Student’s Book Audio 1: Units 1–3 + Review Units 1–3

● Student’s Book Audio 2: Units 4–7 + Review Units 4–6

● Student’s Book Audio 3: Units 7–9 + Review Units 7–9, End-of-Unit Reviews

● Student’s Book Audio 4: Prepare for Exams, Stories

● Workbook Audio

● Teacher’s Resource Book Audio

 

1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Support

 

Richmond Photocopiable © Santillana Educación, S.L.

1 Complete the table with the words and expressions 
below. There are two you don’t need.

booming     flourishing     in decline     in demand     
independent     marketing     slipping     struggling

Success Failure

booming

2 Find six words connected with success and failure in 
the word search.

C A B Y I Y Z T A D C I Z H G

W U Q H K D B U E O S U T O O

X I S C N I K D C T P E K X O

I N J E C S R G H D V U I O L

E E X L K A E N J J A M L K R

N F B X A P Y I C Q B R V F J

B F L B M P S V X W I E O Y N

G E A P R O F I T A B L E Q U

A C M L M I Y R I E T V J C U

D T R V T N A H P M U I R T W

F I F A P T Q T G I T S O S P

Z V H L F I U G O P F U D I Z

O E Q B P N H E A D N M M R W

N A H E Z G N I L G G U R T S

E G W K O A V F U O N I I G J

thriving   
   
   

ConneCTionS

3 Choose the correct answer. 

1 They had an ineffective / in decline advertising 
campaign that didn’t explain the product properly.

2 Not many people used to visit this seaside resort, but 
after a successful marketing campaign, it is now a 
struggling / thriving tourist destination. 

3 After a series of booming / disappointing results, our 
team started winning games again. 

4 Because of slipping / hanging on standards, many of 
the products weren’t checked and therefore had faults. 

5 In order to have a profitable / triumphant business, you 
need to recruit good staff and invest in modern facilities. 

idiomS

4 match the parts of the idioms. Then write them.

1 bring C
2 have the world _
3 miss _
4 a rags-to-riches _
5 on the crest of _
6 weather _

1 bring the house down
2  
3  
4  
5  
6   

5 match the idioms from exercise 4 with the correct 
definitions.

1 When you don’t take advantage of an opportunity. 
miss the boat

2 This is when a person or people are very entertaining 
and cause the audience to respond enthusiastically.
 

3 When things are going well for someone and their future 
is full of opportunity.
 

4 This relates to the experience of a person from a poor 
background who become very wealthy and successful. 
 

5 You do this when you successfully deal with a difficult 
problem or situation.
 

6 This describes someone who is experiencing great 
success, or is feeling happy and confident. 
 

A at your feet
B the storm
C the house down
D a wave
E story
F the boat

SUCCeSS & FAilUre

12 UNIT 1 VOCABULARY WORKSHEET Support
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Vocabulary and Grammar Worksheets

● These worksheets provide extra practice of the key 
vocabulary and grammar from each Student’s Book unit. 

● They are available at two levels: Support for weaker 
students and Consolidation for average-level students.

Speaking Worksheets

● The Speaking Worksheets provide fun and varied speaking 
activities for all students.

Festivals

● These worksheets contain motivating texts and activities 
about festivals from throughout the English-speaking  
world for all students.

Warmer
Write on the board the following quotes about language: The 
language of friendship is not words but meanings and No one 
has a finer command of language than the person who keeps 
his mouth shut. Put students in small groups and ask them to 
choose one of the quotes to discuss. Tell them to think about the 
meaning and to what extent they agree with it. Compare the 
groups’ ideas as a class.

1 Have students work in pairs. Tell them to cover the first column so 
that they are not influenced by the words in exercise 2. 

Answers Students’ own answers

2 Check understanding of corridor and soul. Have students compare 
the completed quotes with the guesses they made in exercise 1, and 
invite any other suggestions that could fit.

Answers

1 own 2 soul 3 new 4 head 5 heart 6 corridor 7 door

3 Elicit a range of responses, then have a class vote on which quote 
students like most or least.

Answers Students’ own answers

Extra activity
Put students into small groups and ask them to invent one of 
their own quotes about language or success. Tell them it can be 
clever or factual, but that it should be something they believe. 
Invite them to say their quotes, and have a class vote on the 
best one.

4 Write pitfall and downside on the board, and explain that these 
are other words for a disadvantage. Encourage students to use 
language for speculating, e.g. One downside / of the pitfalls of being 
bilingual could be that ... .

Answers Students’ own answers

5  1.15  Transcripts page 78   Point out that students should listen 
to the views of the professor and Jack’s mother, Judy, as well as Jack 
himself. 

WORDS TO KNOW
Check that students know the words stretch, struggle, open-
minded and peer. Elicit a definition of each one.

Answers Students’ own answers

6  1.15  Transcripts page 78   When checking answers, point out 
that in item 2, although it is the professor who actually uses the 
term open-minded, Jack paraphrases the idea by saying that being 
bilingual helps him to see things in different ways and understand 
where people are coming from.

Answers

1 A 2 A 3 B 4 B 5 C 6 C

7 These expressions are all common idiomatic expressions in spoken 
English, They are highlighted in the audio script on page 78. Ask 
students which one means:

 for a short period of time, I ... (I went through a phase of)
 deliberately try to annoy someone  (wind [someone] up)
 see things from another person’s perspective (put yourself in 

someone else’s shoes)
 Ask students if there’s an equivalent in their own language.

8  1.16  Point out that the first three items on page 146 are from 
the interview, but that items 4–6 are new contexts which they are 
to complete with the Face 2 Face expressions.

Answers

1 I went through a phase of
2 wind me up
3 put themselves in someone else’s shoes
4 winds me up
5 put yourself in someone else’s shoes
6 I went through a phase of

9 Begin by eliciting one positive and one negative factor about having 
to move abroad as a teenager. Tell students that they should work 
in their groups to list as many other advantages and disadvantages. 
Point out that they should all begin their role-play with their 
strongest and most convincing argument. 

Answers Students’ own answers

Fast finishers
Ask fast finishers to imagine that they are Jack. Tell them to write 
a paragraph listing advice he would give to a teenager who has 
to move to another country with their family.
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LISTENING

1  

2  

3  

4  

● 

● 

5  

6  

7  

● 
● 
● 

● I went through a phase of … 

● wind (someone) up

● put yourself in someone else’s shoes

FACE 2 FACE

8  

YouR TuRN To SpEAk

9  

 Interpret information  
 in a radio interview

2
Those who know 
nothing of foreign 
languages, know 
nothing of their 1… .

If you talk to someone 
in a language he or she 
understands, that goes to 
the person’s 4… . If you talk 
to somebody in his or her 
language, that goes to the 
5… .

To have another 
language is 
to possess a 
second 2… .

One language sets 
you in a 6… for life. 
Two languages open 
every 7… along the 
way.

Speak a new 
language so that 
the world will be  
a 3… world.
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Unit 3 WORKBOOK AnSWERS

  1.28  Student’s Book page 36, exercises 3 and 4

P = Presenter, G = Girl

P Tell me about something that was a real turning point in your 
life.

G That’s easy. It was the first time I travelled abroad.
P Where did you go?
G Paris.
P Ah, Paris! What time of year?
G Springtime.
P Ah! I love Paris in the springtime. 
G Right. So, do you want to hear about what happened?
P Yes, of course. Do go on.
G We were on a school trip to Paris – I remember it as clearly as if it 

were yesterday. The second day we were there was lovely – it was 
a beautiful sunny day, the trees were in bloom and me and my 
two best friends were walking around Paris. I remember thinking 
– life just can’t get any better.

P Sounds perfect.
G So we decided to sit in a café and practise our French.
P Good idea.
G Well, actually all we wanted to do was order a coffee. But I’ll 

never forget what happened. My two friends asked for coffee and 
I asked for a citron pressé.

P What’s that?
G It’s a drink made of lemon, water and sugar.
P OK. So what happened next?
G Well, I should tell you that my French teacher always told me 

that I had a good accent. 
P That’s good.
G Yes, but the problem is, if you have a good accent, people think 

you can speak a language fluently.
P Ah! Big problem!
G So, suddenly the waiter babbled something back at me in French. 
P What did he say?
G I have no idea! He was speaking too fast! But I thought, come on, 

don’t just speak English, try to speak French.
P And did you?
G Yes! I said, ‘Je m’excuse, je ne comprends pas. Vous parlez trop 

vite.’ I’m sorry, I don’t understand, you’re speaking too fast. 
P And what did he say?
G He said – and I will never forget this – he said, ‘Oh! Tu n’est pas 

française?’ He thought I was French!
P That’s amazing!
G Well, actually, I think he was joking, but I just said, ‘Non, je 

suis anglaise.’ And then we started talking – having a real 
conversation in French! My friends were gobsmacked!

P I bet they were!
G Anyway, I felt totally brilliant – I’d had a real conversation in 

French for the first time in my life. I decided there and then that I 
was going to study languages seriously, so that’s what I did. From 
that day onwards, languages have been my number one area of 
study. I mean, you never know when it will come in handy!

P And it all started in Paris.
G Well, it all started because I ordered a citron pressé!

Focus  page 28

1,2&3 Student’s own answers

4 1  T 2 F 3 T 4 T 5 F

5 1  B 2 D 3 A 4 C

6 Possible answers:
1  It wasn’t the best meal I’ve ever had.
2  It's a bit on the rainy side.
3  It’s not the cleanest house in the world.
4  I wouldn’t say it's the nicest outfit. 

Vocabulary page 29

7 1  communicative 2 gregarious 3 withdrawn 4 outgoing   
5  reserved

8 Student’s own answers

9 1  affability 2 solitude 2 sociability 4 modesty 
5 effusiveness

10 1  bush 2 crowd 3 horns 4 spade

11 1  C 2 D 3 A  4 B

12 1  scatterbrain 2 chatterbox 3 busybody 4 clever clogs   
5  go-getter 6 livewire 7 team player 8 pushover

13 1  clever clogs 2 pushover 3 team player 4 chatterbox   
5  go-getter 6 scatterbrain 7 livewire 8 busybody

Grammar page 30

1 1, 4 and 5

2 1  C 2 A 3 E 4 F 5 D 6 B

3 1  B 2 C 3 A 4 B 5 A 6 B

4 1  The government want to get people to stop smoking.
2  I’d like to get my house designed by an architect.
3  I get my house cleaned once a fortnight.
4  We got a photographer to take these photographs.
5  We got her to go to the doctor.
6  I got my little sister to finish my homework for me.

5 Student’s own answers

Listening page 31

1 1  counterparts 2 mock 3 implications 4 immune to   
5  to cloud someone’s judgement 6 irrational 7 assumed   
8  electoral

2 Student’s own answers

3 B

4 1  rational 2 aware 3 vote 4 go to jail 5 positive   
6  fashion, prices 7 wasting

5 1  talent, kindness, honesty and intelligence
2  because they like the appearance of the party’s candidate
3  up to 14%
4  that they may not necessarily have other positive personality 

traits
5  by adding a designer’s name to the item of clothing
6 we don’t always know when it is happening

6 Student’s own answers

Reading pages 32–33

1 Student’s own answers

2 Student’s own answers

3 1  F 2 E 3 D 4 A 5 B 6 C

4 1  charm, creativity and a sense of adventure
2  anxiety levels, friendliness and enthusiasm for new experiences
3  an extrovert
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Unit 3 TRAnSCRIPTS

  1.22  Student’s Book page 31, exercise 2

If someone asked you how you identify yourself, what would you 
reply? How do you define yourself? Your answer to this question 
may change depending on who you are with and where you are. If 
you are in a foreign country, you may start by giving your nationality, 
although some people think that giving the name of the city they 
come from is more important than saying what their nationality 
is. ‘I’m from New York’ rather than ‘I’m from the USA’, for example. 
After that, many people identify themselves through a group they 
belong to. This is a wide-ranging field. ‘Groups’ can refer to your 
religious beliefs, or the sports team that you support. Other people 
may answer the question by referring to the role they play – their 
position in the family: ‘I’m a mother’ or ‘I’m a son’, for example, or via 
their job – ‘I’m a teacher’ or ‘I’m a taxi driver’. There are those who 
may identify themselves by a particular interest they have, so, ‘an 
athlete’ or ‘an artist’, for example.

  1.27  Student’s Book page 36, exercises 2 and 4

P = Presenter, B = Boy

P You said something about a turning point in your life.
B Yes.
P What was it?
B Well, nothing, really.
P No, tell me, I’d be interested to hear about it. 
B Well, it was about five years ago. I was 14. I was on holiday with 

my parents. We went to a little town on the coast. It was a bit 
boring, to be honest. There was nothing to do and no one of my 
age there at all. It was mainly families with young children. It 
wasn’t my scene at all. 

P Oh, that’s a shame.
B Well, yeah … my older sister, she was 17 at the time, had refused 

to come with us and was away somewhere with her friends. 
P I see. Anyway, go on … what happened?
B Right. Well, I went out for a walk one evening. It had been a 

sunny day, but some clouds were approaching and it was a bit 
windy. It wasn’t cold, but it was getting cooler. I went for a walk 
on the beach. There was hardly anyone there. I could see a family 
– two adults and a child, a little boy. 

P On the beach?
B Actually, they were in the sea, but not swimming. They were 

standing in the water. Suddenly, this big wave came crashing in. 
When it went away, the two adults were sitting in the water and 
the boy had disappeared.

P Oh my goodness! 
B Yes. The woman was the first to react. She started screaming his 

name. It looked as if the man wasn’t really switched on to what 
was going on – he just sat there in the water. I realized I had to do 
something. 

P So what did you do?
B Well, I’m a good swimmer and I did a life-saving course once, 

so I thought, well, this is it, this is what you did the course for. 
So I took off my T-shirt and ran into the water. At that moment, 
another big wave crashed onto the beach. I dived under it and 
when I came back to the surface, I could see the boy.

P Go on …
B He was quite a way out, so I had to swim strongly to get to him. 
P Did you reach him?
B Yes. He was a bit hysterical and kept struggling, but I told him to 

calm down and hold on to me and everything would be all right.
P Well done, you! So what happened next?
B I managed to get him back to the beach. It was really hard, the 

tide was going out and it kept dragging us back. But I made it!
P Amazing story! What did the boy’s parents say? 
B Well, I figured out that they were actually his grandparents, not 

his parents. The woman thanked me, and then started shouting 
at her husband! So I left them to it.

P What a story! You must have felt good about that.
B I did. It did a lot for my self-confidence. I’d been a bit shy and 

retiring before that, but now I feel much stronger about myself.
P And so you should! Thanks for telling me … .

  1.23  Student’s Book page 31, exercises 4 and 5

n = Narrator, G = Gary, m = Melissa, C = Catherine

N But does your nationality or what you do for a living define what 
kind of person you are? Are all Italians the same? Are all teachers 
or taxi drivers cut from the same cloth? Probably not. If you really 
want to define yourself as an individual, you have to talk about 
aspects of your character and personality. When you ask people 
to do this, you find lots of differences in the way they respond. 
Some people are extremely modest about themselves, while 
others like to blow their own trumpet. Some people talk about 
the person they consider themselves to be now, whereas others 
concentrate on the kind of person they would like to be.

 We interviewed several people and asked them to define 
themselves without referring to their nationality, family or work. 
Here are some examples of what they said … .

G My name is Gary and I’m a … oh, I’m not allowed to talk about 
work. Right. So how would I describe myself? Um … I’m nothing 
special really, I’m quite well organized, I’m reasonably polite. I 
try to be honest with people. I’m not a bad cook, I like being with 
people, but not  many at the same time. To be honest, I’m a bit 
awkward in social situations; I prefer quiet evenings at home. I 
love hanging out with friends on social media. I think I’m more 
confident and amusing when I’m chatting with someone online. 
I’m no great shakes in a face-to-face encounter.

M Hi, I’m Melissa. I’m hard-working, I’m very enthusiastic about 
whatever I do, I’m extremely ambitious and I love a challenge. 
I put a hundred per cent into everything I do – work or play. 
I’m incredibly reliable and absolutely dedicated to my work. 
Regarding my free time, I always make the most of it. I’m 
extremely gregarious and love spending time with friends. I 
socialize a lot. I’m out most weekends and often once or twice 
during the week too.

C Hello, I’m Catherine and I’m from South Africa. What can I say 
about myself? Well, I’m only 17, so I haven’t really achieved much 
yet. I’m quite enthusiastic about things that I’m interested in. 
I love animals, so I’d like to work with them some day. I don’t 
think I’m bright enough to be a vet, but maybe I could be a vet’s 
assistant or something. What else? Well, my teachers tell me 
that I’m quite creative, imaginative, … oh, and I love poetry. Um, 
I think I’m quite reliable – I always remember people’s birthdays 
anyway! Hmm, not sure what else I can say about myself … .

104
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TEACHER SUPPORTTeacher’s Resource Book 

Teacher’s Audio Material

 Vocabulary that 
students need to 
know before reading 
or listening to a text.

7

 Ideas for Extra 
Activities to further 
exploit the topics

4

 Ideas for Warmers  
to focus students on 
the lesson ahead

6

 Guidance and 
answers for all the 
activities in the 
Student’s Book

3

 Clear signposting 
to supplementary 
support material 
for continuous 
assessment 

5

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains photocopiable worksheets to supplement  
the material in each Student’s Book unit and support students’ learning. 

The Teacher’s Resource Book contains the following sections:

Full audio is available to download on the website. It is organised in the following way: 

● Student’s Book Audio 1: Units 1–3 + Review Units 1–3

● Student’s Book Audio 2: Units 4–7 + Review Units 4–6

● Student’s Book Audio 3: Units 7–9 + Review Units 7–9, End-of-Unit Reviews

● Student’s Book Audio 4: Prepare for Exams, Stories

● Workbook Audio

● Teacher’s Resource Book Audio

 

1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Consolidation

Richmond Photocopiable © Santillana Educación, S.L.

1 read the clues and complete the crossword.

1 S L I 2 P P I N G

3

4

5

6

Across
1 If your marks are … , you must work hard to improve them.
3 When a business rapidly becomes more successful, it is 

described as … . 
5 The team Joe supports is at the bottom of the league and 

is … for survival. (7, 2) 
6 Nobody was surprised when the coal mines closed, as 

the coal industry had been … for a long time. (2, 7) 
down

2 Anyone starting a business needs to have some money 
to live on, as you can’t expect it to be … straight away.   

4 There is often a waiting list for a product that is … . (2, 6)

2 Unscramble the words. Then use them to complete the 
sentences. 

fifenetvice     gligsurtng      partuimnth     
pigsadionptni     shruglofini     

1 The company suffered a setback last year, but now 
business is flourishing.

2 The product didn’t sell well because the marketing 
campaign was  .

3 I knew that my job interview had gone really well and I 
felt   as I left the building. 

4 We are all worried because the factory where we work is 
  and we may lose our jobs.  

5 He’d worked hard on his essay, so the low mark he 
received was very  . 

ConneCTionS

3 match the parts of the expressions. 

1 ineffective B
2 disappointing _
3 slipping _
4 thriving _

4 Complete the sentences with expressions from exercise 3. 

1 They had an ineffective advertising campaign which didn’t 
explain properly who the product was for.

2 Not many people used to visit this seaside resort, but 
after a successful marketing campaign, it is now a 
 . 

3 After a series of  , our 
team started winning games again. 

4 Because of  , many of 
the products weren’t checked and therefore had faults. 

idiomS

5 match the parts of the idioms. Then write definitions.

1 bring C
2 have the world _
3 miss _
4 a rags-to-riches _
5 weather _ 

1 To cause an audience to respond very enthusiastically.
2  
3  
4  
5  

6 Tick ( ) or correct the sentences. Some of them are 
wrong. 

1 They couldn’t decide whether to buy the car or not. In 
the end, they had the world at their feet when someone 
else bought it. 
missed the boat 

2 After investing a lot of money in property, they lost a lot 
of it when the bottom fell out of the market.
 

3 That college has a fantastic reputation. If you do your 
business degree there, you’ll bring the house down.
 

4 She comes from quite a poor family, so her success is a 
real rags-to-riches story. 
 

5 The situation is difficult now, but if we can just miss the 
boat for the next few months, I think things will improve.
 

A tourist destination
B advertising campaign
C results
D standards

A at your feet
B the storm
C the house down
D story
E the boat
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1 Vocabulary Worksheet
Support

 

Richmond Photocopiable © Santillana Educación, S.L.

1 Complete the table with the words and expressions 
below. There are two you don’t need.

booming     flourishing     in decline     in demand     
independent     marketing     slipping     struggling

Success Failure

booming

2 Find six words connected with success and failure in 
the word search.

C A B Y I Y Z T A D C I Z H G

W U Q H K D B U E O S U T O O

X I S C N I K D C T P E K X O

I N J E C S R G H D V U I O L

E E X L K A E N J J A M L K R

N F B X A P Y I C Q B R V F J

B F L B M P S V X W I E O Y N

G E A P R O F I T A B L E Q U

A C M L M I Y R I E T V J C U

D T R V T N A H P M U I R T W

F I F A P T Q T G I T S O S P

Z V H L F I U G O P F U D I Z

O E Q B P N H E A D N M M R W

N A H E Z G N I L G G U R T S

E G W K O A V F U O N I I G J

thriving   
   
   

ConneCTionS

3 Choose the correct answer. 

1 They had an ineffective / in decline advertising 
campaign that didn’t explain the product properly.

2 Not many people used to visit this seaside resort, but 
after a successful marketing campaign, it is now a 
struggling / thriving tourist destination. 

3 After a series of booming / disappointing results, our 
team started winning games again. 

4 Because of slipping / hanging on standards, many of 
the products weren’t checked and therefore had faults. 

5 In order to have a profitable / triumphant business, you 
need to recruit good staff and invest in modern facilities. 

idiomS

4 match the parts of the idioms. Then write them.

1 bring C
2 have the world _
3 miss _
4 a rags-to-riches _
5 on the crest of _
6 weather _

1 bring the house down
2  
3  
4  
5  
6   

5 match the idioms from exercise 4 with the correct 
definitions.

1 When you don’t take advantage of an opportunity. 
miss the boat

2 This is when a person or people are very entertaining 
and cause the audience to respond enthusiastically.
 

3 When things are going well for someone and their future 
is full of opportunity.
 

4 This relates to the experience of a person from a poor 
background who become very wealthy and successful. 
 

5 You do this when you successfully deal with a difficult 
problem or situation.
 

6 This describes someone who is experiencing great 
success, or is feeling happy and confident. 
 

A at your feet
B the storm
C the house down
D a wave
E story
F the boat
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Richmond Photocopiable © Santillana Educación, S.L.

3 Choose the correct answer.

0 We took a good map on our walk in order … get lost.
A not to  
B that not 
C don’t

1 Let’s buy him something nice … cheer him up.
A that 
B in order 
C to

2 I waited at home all morning … miss the postman.
A so that don’t 
B so as not 
C so as not to

3 Mark’s hired a minivan … we can all travel together.
A to 
B so that 
C in order to 

4 I always keep a note of my ideas in order … forget them.
A that I don’t 
B not 
C so as not to

5 The CEO called the staff together … deliver the company 
results.
A in order that 
B in order to 
C so that

5

4 Correct the sentences. There is one mistake in each 
sentence.

0 Owing of his illness, my manager has taken a lot of time 
off work recently.
Owing to his illness, my manager has taken a lot of time off 
work recently.

1 I couldn’t ring him on account of not have his phone 
number.
 
 

2 Because that the train strike, she was late for her 
interview.
 
 

3 The Industrial Revolution gave rise a huge number of 
changes in society.
 
 

4 Dan walked home in a thunderstorm, meaning so that 
he was soaked when he got home.
 
 

5 The train strike happened during rush hour, with the 
result that a lot of people catch the bus instead.
 
 

6 We were hungry, so that we looked for a café.
 
 

7 She could hardly walk due to train too hard for the 
marathon.
 
 

7

5 Complete the sentences with so or such.

0 It was so cold that there was ice inside the windows.
1 The company closed down,   everyone lost their 

jobs.
2 Having more police around has made   a big 

difference to the neighbourhood.
3 I’ve never met   friendly people in my life.
4 There’s no need to be   nervous about giving a 

presentation. 
5 Mrs Clark is away,   a different teacher will be 

taking the class today. 

5

Grammar total 30
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1 Test Consolidation

Richmond Photocopiable © Santillana Educación, S.L.

1 Choose the correct answer.

0 We got the winning goal just before the final whistle and 
were booming / triumphant as we ran off the pitch.

1 It’s sad to see so many traditional industries in demand / 
decline these days. 

2 In the present economic downturn, many businesses are 
flourishing / struggling to survive.

3 Attempts to relaunch the brand were ineffective / 
profitable and sadly failed.

4 After all my hard work, I found coming second in the 
competition very slipping / disappointing.

5 Out of the nearby shops, four of them have closed. The 
hairdresser’s is just about hanging on / thriving, but I 
don’t think it will last another year.

6 Jack is flourishing / slipping in his new job. He loves his 
work and has already been promoted.

7 I’m happy to report that business is struggling / 
booming. We’ve just opened a new office in London.

8 These trainers are really ineffective / in demand at the 
moment. Everybody seems to be wearing them. 

8

2 Complete the collocations with the words below.

disappointing     ineffective      
profitable     slipping     thriving

0 slipping standards
1   business
2   advertising campaign
3   results
4   tourist destination

4

3 Match the parts of the idioms.

0 weather C
1 bring _
2 miss _
3 have _

A the world at your feet
B the boat
C the storm
D the house down

3

Vocabulary total 15

GRAMMAR

1 Complete the sentences with the words below. 

for     of     on     that     that     them     to     you

0 The witness insists that he saw the defendant leave the 
car park at 9pm. 

1 She insisted   speaking to you in person. 
2 We warned   that this would end badly, but 

they didn’t listen.
3 You should apologize   saying what you said to 

him.
4 I pointed out   nobody actually saw the thief.
5 He is accusing me   having stolen the money.
6 As a friend, I want to advise   to think very 

carefully about what you do next. 
7 When my aunt was mugged in the street, a lot of people 

offered   help her.  

7

2 Complete the sentences with the gerund or  
to + infinitive form of the verbs in brackets.

0 The police told us not to talk (talk) about the robbery. 
1 Do you deny   (scratch) the car with 

your key deliberately? 
2 I know I promised   (help) make the 

dinner, but I just haven’t got time. 
3 They advised me   (contact) the lost 

property office. 
4 The teacher has accused Joe of   

(cheat) in his exam. 
5 Several train companies are threatening 

  (go) on strike next weekend. 
6 She’s the kind of person who never admits 

  (make) a mistake. 

6
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Vocabulary and Grammar Worksheets

● These worksheets provide extra practice of the key 
vocabulary and grammar from each Student’s Book unit. 

● They are available at two levels: Support for weaker 
students and Consolidation for average-level students.

Speaking Worksheets

● The Speaking Worksheets provide fun and varied speaking 
activities for all students.

Festivals

● These worksheets contain motivating texts and activities 
about festivals from throughout the English-speaking  
world for all students.

Tests

● There is a four-page written Test and a Speaking Test 
for each Student’s Book unit that thoroughly covers key 
language and skills. There are also Tests for the end of every 
three units, and two End-of-Year Tests.

● The Tests are available at two levels to ensure that all 
students are challenged. Use the Consolidation level Tests 
for weaker and average level students, and Extension level 
Tests for stronger students. 

● There is a Diagnostic Test to do with students at the 
beginning of the course. It will help you identify stronger 
and weaker students. 

See the Introduction of the Teacher’s Resource Book for more 
details on how to use each of the sections.
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Teacher’s i-book 

 Use the Richmond 
i-tools to make 
the most of the 
interactive activities.

6

 Interactive Answer key5

Bring your teaching to life in the classroom. The Teacher’s i-book is a fully interactive 
version of the course for interactive whiteboards, which integrates all the teaching 
and learning materials cross-referenced into one single format for use with a 
smart board or projector:

● Student’s Book

● Workbook

● Teacher’s Resource Book

● Teacher’s Book

● Interactive Answer key for all the Student’s Book and Workbook exercises

● Audio material and transcripts

● Audiovisual material

● Visual grammar presentations

● Extra interactive practice to reinforce the lesson content

● Additional interactive activities

Visual grammar presentations

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to 
access the grammar animations:

The one-touch zoom-in feature guarantees the easiest and quickest access to all 
the exercises, answers, audio material, transcripts and teaching notes. Touch the 
exercises or links to other books on the Student’s Book pages to access:

Audiovisual material

Touch the video screen on the 
Student’s Book or Workbook pages to 
access the videos. You can also access 
all the videos for the level using the 
video icon at the bottom of the screen. 

 Interlinked 
components at  
page level

2

 Additional smart board 
activities provide digital 
alternatives to the lessons.

1

 Extra interactive 
practice reinforces 
the lesson content.

3

 All course materials 
included

4

1

2

3
4

6

5

Extra interactive practice

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to access the games:

   Offline  
and online 

multi-device 
versions

available 
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TEACHER’S i-BOOK

Visual grammar presentations

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to 
access the grammar animations:

Audiovisual material

Touch the video screen on the 
Student’s Book or Workbook pages to 
access the videos. You can also access 
all the videos for the level using the 
video icon at the bottom of the screen. 

Save all your teaching sessions to meet 
the needs of each individual class.

Additional IWB activities

Touch    on the Student’s Book pages to access the 
IWB activities:

Extra interactive practice

Touch  on the Student’s Book pages to access the games:

The Richmond i-tools    

Take the book and make it yours by inserting notes, links 
and external files. It is also possible to write or paint on 
the i-book and in the zoom windows.

 Direct access to all 
the  videos for the 
level.

7

 Show and hide 
subtitles.

8

 Use the Richmond i-tools 
to complete the activities .

9

7

8

9

So I work from home a lot of the time. 
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